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Dean can run for MSU staff regent
•
•

By.AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
•
An official opinion from Mur,rly State University lawyer
James Overby has indicated that
an administrative dean is eligible
to serve as a staff regent.
Under House Bill 154. which
was signed into law March 9, a
non-teaching personnel member
will be added to the regionaL university governing boards.
However, amendments to the
bill specifically exclude presidents, vice presidents, academic
deans and academic department
chairpersons from being eligible.
Since Murray State has both
academic and administrative
deans, it was unclear whether a
dean with non-academic duties

Rep. Freed Curd, who sponsored the bill, said he does not
think administrative deans arc
eligible-.
"The reason the amendment
was put on in tjie Senate was to
keep upper administrative personnel from serving," he. said.
Acting president Drrlames
Booth said the decision "may boil
down to whether the dean holds
academic rank because you are
either faculty or you are staff."
Norm Snider, director of communication services for the Council on Higher Education, said the
law does not list all the parallel
titles.
"Each university will interpret
the law for their institution
because they have different

would be eligible.
Shirley Reamer, Staff Congress
president,,said she has received a
letter from Overby regarding the
issue.
"The ruling is that we have
only one administrative dean and
since he is riot listed as faculty,
he would be eligible." Reamer
said. "The law only mentions
academic deans."
Phil Bryan, who is dean of
admissions and records, is classified as an administrative dean
and he does not have faculty
status.
The other deans, which include
Vi Miller, dean of continuing
education and academic outreach,
and Coy Harmon, dean of libraries, have academic rank.

Campuses struggle with process
1 By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
As the end of the spring semester nears for the
regional universities, attention is turning to the
staff regent selection procoss.
Gov. Brereton Jones signed House Bill 154 on
!starch 9, which requires a, staff, representative to
names for positions," he said.
"The law itself is very general
and open for interpretation."
However, Snider said he does
not think an administrative dean
would be eligible.
"What the law is trying to do- is

Buckingham says:

he placed on each university govrning board.
Although the universities have different dates
set for elections, plans for the selection process
are underway.
Mike Dale, personnel director at Western Kentucky University, said WKU's election will be

IA.

la See Page 2

keep top administrators from
serving," he said. "It is the spirit
of the law to eliminate them, but
the only way to get a final determination is in a court of law."
Applications for the position
will be sent so all staffhlembers

will have a copy May 9. The
deadline for returning them is
May 20.
The staff regent will represent
the 800 staff members at the urnII See Page 2

MAKING SOME CHANGES
-

Court load among top 10
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Calloway County is not°
immune from rising crime rates,
overcrowded prisons and overloaded courts. '
In fact, Circuit Judge David
Buckingham said his caseload is
in the top 10 in the state with
approximately 1,000 to 1,100
new filings per year; which
include, civil, and criminal
matters.
The state average is around
750 new filings per judge per
year.
Buckingham, who presides
over Circuit Court in Calloway
and Marshall counties, said about
20 to 25 percent of cases are
criminal. The remainder are
divorces and other civil cases.
While the problems within the
criminal justice are apparent, the
solutions are not that simple.
Buckingham said President Bill
Clinton's crime bill proposal,
which will put more police on the
streets and more prisons in cities,

The 13-year judge explained
that the burden to prove one's
guilt is on the state, the defendant
Must be guilty beyond a reasonable doubt and the verdict has io
be unanimous..
Buckingham said communities
have to take control of their
neighborhoods and public officials have to take a stand infavor
of traditional values and morals.
He listed crimes such as child
sexual 1bus, flagrant nonsupport, fourth-offense Dills and
drug cases as those which have
contributed to the tremendous
criminal case load.
"People arc going to have to
respect the value of human- life,"
he said, adding that employment,
education and drug rehabilitation
are other effective ways to fight
crime.Buckingham said that greed or
money, drugs, sex, meanness,
poverty or unemployment and a
lack of self-esteem are contributing factors to crime.

Were seeking legal
answers to social and
moral dilemmas. ii
...David Buckingham
will not solve all of America's
crime problems.
"In order to reduce the crime
rate, we have to have a restoration of the traditional values and
morals upon which our society
was built," he said. "Putting
criminals in prison won't reduce
the crime rate."
Buckingham said.l reacheng
right from wrong begins before
an individual is arrested.
':Courts are -not in the business
of preventing crime," he said.
In fact, the judge said that "the
business of criminal justice,
through the courts, is set up in
favor of the defendant."
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Changes at Kenlake Marina have been going on since February, with the addition of several new covered
docks, replacing the ones that have been there since the early 1960s. The $1.3 million project is expected
to be completed by Memorial Day.
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Liz Darnall sells one of the Freedom Fest tickets Wednesday. The
tickets to see Ricky Skaggs and Highway 101 In concert July 2 are
on sale now only at Peoples Bank of Murray's North Branch.

SPORTS
•Murray State's men's basketball team
added another big man to Itre Pacer
stables INS week, signing 6-11 shotblocker Quennon Echols from Brown
Mackie College in Sauna. Kan
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Israelis empty
Gaza military HQ
- By pONNA—ABU-NASR
Associated Press Writer
GAZA.CITY, Gaza' Strip (AP)
— Israelis carted out everything
portable from the army headquarters in Gaza and emptied the
city's central jail today, while
hundreds more Palestinian. pi:is:was were freed under :the new
autonomy accord.
The mood Outside. the installations, where Israeli troops were
still stationed, swung from quiet
discussions between soldiers and
Palestinians about the impending
Israeli withdrawal to rock throwing by both sides.
The Israel-Palestinian liaison
committee met to begin working
out a timetable for the transfer of
army installations to the Palestinian police, but no immediate
handovcrs were scheduled.
The anticipated end-of 27 years
of Israeli occjipation was moving
slower than expected, with PLQ
chairman Yesser Arafat asking
for at least four Weeks for the
transfer and some details still

CONTENTS
III Freedom Fest '94 will sponsor a
spring version of "West Kentucky's Biggest Clty-Wide Yard Sale" on Saturday
from 7 a m to 3 p m More than 80
areas in town will be sale sites including
Murray Calloway County Park

pending.
Israeli - officials said they
wanted to withdraw'soldiersfrom
the Gaza Strip and the area
around the West Bank town of
Jericho within 10 days. but would
accede to Palestinian reqUCSB for
more time.
Foreign Minister Simon Peres
said Israel would consider
requests for further diScUssidn of
'
the 'issue of the size of the Jeri,
cho - autonomy hone arid the
police presence at borders, but he
considered the agreement final.
"What they are asking for is
that there will be a possibility to
discuss this further. But we have
no obligation to give more."
Peres said on Israel radio. "What
we signed is final."
Palestinian officials said they
expected at least 700 prisoners to
return to the Gaza Strip today,
with some releases from Megiddo
prison inside Israel already
istarted. About 600 were 'released
4

- See Page 2
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•Auditions will be May 5 from 6 30 to
8-30 pm at Murray Middle School Auditorium for a Showcase of Student
Talent to be presented May 14 All singers, dancers, musicians and performers
in Primary School through Grade 1-2 in
Murray City Schools are invited to audition Questions about the event should
be directed to Cyndie Friedrich.
753-5125, during school hours
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calls and McLarty wanted to hear
his thoughts.
The White House, which has a
solitary Republican. Sen. James
leffords of Vermont, in its camp,
said it-was glad to see Boren and
Kerrey commit themselves to
enacting a universal coverage bill
this year.
"Both feel a mandate is
needed," said Lorrie McHugh, a
Clinton spokeswoman..
Both Borcn and Kerrey at
times have had testy relations
with: the White House. Kerrey
was a rival of President Clinton's
during the race for the 1992
Democratic presidential _nomination and staked his campaign on
health reform. It was a flop.
Boren last week became the
sixth member of the pivotal
Senate Finance Committee to
announce his retirement. He is
quitting at the end of the year to
become president of the University of Oklahoma.
Chafee, who also has 19 GOP
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Dems join ,GOP
health care plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
Democratic. senators have signed
on to a Republican bill that
would require all Americans, nor
their employers, to buy their own
health insurance.
But Sen. David Boren,
Okla., said -Wednesday he does
not rule out forcing large companies to help pay for coverage, and
he said the timetable for covering
everybody should be quicker than
the 10 years envisioned in the bill
sponsored by Sen. John Chafee,
R-R.I.
. His-Democratic colleague, Bob
Kerrey of Nebraska, said he took
the step to head off a stalemate.
Congress won't pass health
reform that isn't bipartisan, said
Kerrey, and "it's much more
likely that we can bring Democrats onto the Chafec bill than ...
Republicans onto the Clinton
(plan)."
.Kerrey said White House Chicf
of Staff Mack McLarty tried tO
dissuade him from breaking
ranks. Clinton administration
officials said Kerrey initiated the
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•Dean...

•Process...
FROM PAGE 1
June 2. The final day for nominations is May 13.
"We have defined an election
process," 7 Dale said. "I'd say
there is definitely some interest
in our campus."
WKU's staff regent will be
sv.om-in at the first board meeting alter July 1.

•

itgzA AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable tars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
Last Main St.

753-4461

Peter Hollister, vice president
for university relations at Northern Kentucky University, said
NKU's regents approved the
selection process Wednesday.
"In about one or two weeks,
we wilr enter the 'election -protess,"--he said. "Nomination
forms will be sent out next week,
followed by consent-to-serve
forms. No specific date has been
set for an election."
Hollister said NKU tried to
pattern its staff election after the
one used to select the faculty
regent.
"We put together an ad-hoc
committee that took the law and
the faculty regent process and
created a method for the staff
election," he said. "To be eligible-, a person must be a full-time
regular staff member employed at
the university for three or more
consecutive years."
The Staff Congress president is

Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY Ross

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
or lour Convenience Now Offers.

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-1. 9 a.m.-8 pm. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
751-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

run-off."
To be placed on the ballot, a
staff member must have 20 eligible voters sign a petition, which
is then turned in.
"There appear to be about a
dozen people circulating petitions
now," Whitlock said. "All indications show that the people represent a broad variety of staff
areas. I think there's a lot of
interest in the fact there will be a
staff representative, although that
has not been an issue on our
campus."
EKU's staff regent selection
process also parallels its faculty
regent process.
"The new regent will be sworn
in at the first board meeting after
July 1," he said.
EKU candidates are permitted
to send one piece of campaign literature through" campus mail.
Morehead State University has
five candidates who will be on
the May 18 ballot.
"The only requirement we have
is that the candidate must be a
full-time staff member," said
Ruth Robinson, chairman of the
credentials and elections committee. "There seems to be a lot of
interest because we have had a
•
lot of phone calls."

•Israelis...

Ronnie Ross & Danny
600 Main St. • 753-0489

•

not eligible to serve.
"I think there is a lot of enthusiasm on campus for the new
staff representative," Hollister
said. "The new -regent will begin
serving in July." .
Cornelia . Calhoun, administrative assistant in the school of
publi affairs at Kentucky State
University, said cnteria for the
position are being developed.
"They are due to our president
at the end of the month and the
election will probably be in late
June," she said.
Calhoun said morale on campus has been low since a proposal
for collective bargaining at KSU
had been voted down.
"Once people see the staff
regent can do moreon campus
than a union, I think the mood
will change," Calhoun said. "I
think it will boost morale."
Doug Whitlock, executive
assistant to the president .at Eastern Kentucky University, said
nominations will end May 13.
"Our first ballot will go out
May 20," he said. "If one person
gets the majority of the votes, he
will be named staff regent. However, if there is no majority winner, the top two vote-getters will
be placed on a second ballot for a

UPS

FROM PAGE 1
Wednesday right after the agreement was signed by Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Arafat in
Cairo, 'Egypt.
As part of the accord. Israel is
to free 5,000 Palestinian inmates
over the next five weeks — about
half those held in Israeli jails.
The two sides are still at odds
over the PLO's demand for the
freeing of militants from groups
that oppose the peace agreement.
Reports that the Palestinians
would take over one building

today on the Gaza waterfront failed to materialize, and the crowd
waiting got a little surly.
"It's a symbolic gesture only,
that won't change the quality of
our life,"--said Rayid Kaour, a
21-year-Old student from Beach
Refugee Camp. "We don't want
the first step. We want the following step."
At the complex housing the
military headquarters and the jail,
officers said the last prisoners left
at 7 a.m. but would not specify
who they were or how many.
Soldiers outside — one with
"No one gets out of here alive"
written on his bulletproof vest —
chatted with Palestinians through
the chainlink fence.
One Palestinian asked a soldier
in Hebrew, "When are you leaving?" He answered, "You have
to ask the PLO, but for now it
belongs to us."

versity for a three-year term.
"I've received several phone
calls about the position, but no
one yet has stated he or she will
run," Reamer said. -We don't
have any official candidates yet."
According to the application
form, staff members must have
been employed three consecutive
years at Murray State to be
eligible.
Candidates will be required to
describe in 30 words or less why
they feel qualified to serve as the
staff 'representative.
The new regent will become a
non-voting ex-officio member of
Staff Congress_ and will be
appointed to serve on two
committees.
"We are having two open forums for the staff regent candidates." Reamer said. "The first

II Health care...
cosponsors, said, "When you're
dealing with one-seventh of the
economy of the United States,
it's absolutely essential that it be
a bipartisan effort."
"We, don't want, a bill that's
going to sneak by 55-45 or something. We want a bill ... in the
high 70s or the 80s," said Chafee, whose plan would phase in
subsidies for families making up
to 240 percent of the poverty
level before forcing everyone to
buy insurance by 2005.
Chafcc would require businesses and workers with aboveaverage health benefits to pay
taxes On them. He would create
voluntary purchasing pools for
small businesses and individuals.
"The Chafee bill can be
improved," said Boren. "While I
do not believe we can place mandates on small businesses, I do
not rule out requiring employer
contributions from large companies." He said a compromise
should include Clinton's provisions to bolster academic medicine and "move more quickly
towards universal coverage."
Clinton's embattled proposal
would guarantee coverage for all
Americans by 1998, primarily by
making all businesses cover their
workers and pick up most of the
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Breaux said the CB0 analysis
also showed that managed competition can slow medical inflation and help millions of Americans get insurance "without
employer mandates, premium
caps or price controls."

753-1725

Starting At

See Tommy Johnson, Jr. compete at the NHRA Mid-South Nationals at
Memphis International Motor Sports Park, Memphis, TN. May 14 & 15.

$1

Sen. John Breaux, D-La., said
the shortcomings can be overcome. "We have to go back to
the drawing board and take a
look," he said.

(reative Landscaping

Sundials

• FREE Full Color Tommy Johnson, Jr. Posters
• FREE $3 Discount NHRA Drag Race Coupons

RACING If AM

The analysts said that plan —
which would not force anyone or
any business to buy insurance —
would require hundreds ,of billions in added subsidies and still
leave 24 million Americans
uninsured.

Open Saturdays 8 a.m.-5 p.m. & Sundays 1-4 p.m.
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Spectacular Hemie-Powered Dragster
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Another bipartisan health
reform bill, the so-called Managed Competition Act, got some
discouraging numbers Wednesday from the Congressional
Budget Office.

ollingNills
urser

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP•EAGLE

5000 Horsepower
Top Fuel Dragster

premiums.
The two parties are more
sharply divided in the House,
where Democrats, have struggled
to modify the Clinton plan by
'easing the burden on small
businesses and jettisoning Clinton's mandatory insurance purchasing -pools. -

FROM PAGE 1

Cain'sOAtf
RACING TEAM

will be at 10 a.m. June 6 and the
second at 4 p.m. Jane 7, both in
the Curris Center Theater."
Elections will be held June 10,
but no campaign posters or flyers
will be allowed.
J'he new regent will take a seat
around the board table at the
August meeting because the law
does not go into effect until July
IS.
"It seems like a lot of individuals think that the faculty regent
represents both the faculty and
staff," Reamer said. He speaks
only for the faculty. Now, we
will have our own voice.
"The staff feels it is time for
them to have representation so
we can have our say. We need
someone who can stand up for us
because we feel we have been
ignored. It is time for the powers
to be to realize that we are here,"
she said.
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American teen lashed
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SINGAPORE (AP) —
teen-ager Michael Fay. center
of ano international controversy
over crime and punishment, was
lashed four times with a rattan
cane today for spray-painting cars
and. other acts of vandalism.
The Prisons Department said
he and nine other prisoners were
flogged at Queenstown Prison,
where the 18-year-old high
school senior completed his fifth
%seek of a four-month prison
term.

often lefL
The case sparked debate about
whether Michael's punishment

The remitted sentence of four
strokes was carried out on
Michael Fay. He was examined
by the prison's doctor after the
caning and found to be in satisfactory condition," a twoparagraph statement from the
department said.

rate.

No other details wefe given,
and no official comment was
expected from the government,
v.hich Wednesday reduced the
original sentence of six strokes to
tour.
Official descriptions of the
punishment say prisoners are
lashed to a trestle by their hands
and ankles and struck on the bare
buttocks by a long switch. The
skin is broken, the buttocks arc
bloodied and permanent scars are

hits his Crime.

Some Americans, fed up with
violence in their society, have
said Fay should be lashed and
similar punishment should be
introduced in the United States.
Others have described Singapore's. law as draconian. •
Singapore staunchly defended
its penal code and argued that
America's liberal legal system
was responsible for its high crime
Earlier today defense lawyers
who visited Fay, of Kettering.
Ohio, in jail said he was prepared
to face the punishment and
thanked President Clinton and
Singapore's president for their
roles in having his sentence
reduced.
"He is nervous and scared but
is prtpared ta take it. He will gnt
his teeth when he is caned," said
one of the lawyers, Dominic
Nagulendran.
Clinton had written to President Ong Teng Chcong, and the
government cited Clinton in
reducing the number of strokes.
Fay had appealed to Ong for an
exemption from the lashing.

"As far as the caning I don't
think there is anything we can do.
I don't think we can stop
said Fay's mother Randy Chan,
who maintains her son was
coerced into a confession. She
spoke less than an hour before
the announcement of the caning
was made but could not be reached after the punishment.
"To me six strokes is torture,
four strokes is torture. As a
mother, of course I am thankful
that it's four. But it's still horrendous," she said in an interview with the Associated Press.
His father. George Fay,
described the punishment as
"barbaric" Wednesday. He
spoke from Kettering, Ohio, and
also could not be immediately
reached today.
Fay has lived in Singapore
since 1992 with his mother and
her new husband, Marco Chan.
They plan to return to the United
States as soon as Michael is
freed.
Meanwhile the governmentcontrolled Straits Times daily
reported today that a second
American teen-ager charged with
vandalism may escape the lash if
the prosecution is unable to rely
on the testimony of other expatriates already convicted on the
charge.

Unemployment rates fell in 1993
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unemployment rates fell in 99
Kentucky counties during 1993
and the number of counties with
double-digit rates dropped dramatically during the year, according to figures released
Wednesday.
The average unemployment
rate in Calloway County last year
v.as 5.5 percent.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics also Calculated that 79
counties actually had a higher
unemproyment rate than the state
a‘erage during the year while 41
counties had rates lower than the
state average of 6.2 percent.
Slightly more than half of Ken-

tucky's 120 counties also had
rate in 1993, 2.5 percent.
unemployment rates higher than
Only in northeastern Kentucky
the natiOnal average of 6.8 per- in the five counties surrounding
cent during 1993. Two counties Boyd did unemployment consis-had the same as the national rate
tently rise in 1993.
and 55 others were lower.
The rates by area development
Unemployment rose in 18
district:
counties during 1993 and
PURCHASE — 6.1, down
remained the same in three.
from 6.5. Range: 4.5, McCrackWhile 28 counties reported
en, to 8.8, Ballard.
unemployment rates of 10 perPENNYRILE — 6.9, down
cent or higher in 1992, the numfrom 8.2. Range: 5.1, Christian,
ber fell to 18 in 1993.
to 9.6, Muhlenberg.
The 15 percent average unemGREEN RIVER — 7.0, down
ployment in Carter County was
from 8.2. Range: 5.5, Henderson,
the highest in the state during
to 12.0, McLean.
1993.
BARREN RIVER — 5.9, down
Oldham County reported Kenfrom 6.9. Range: 5.0, Warren, to
unemployment
tucky's lowest
11.3, Edmonson.

•Buckingham...
FROM PAGE 1
"Society deals with crime by
punishing the crime, which is
appropriate, but I don't think society effectively deals with getting
at the root and preventing crime,"
he said.
Civil lawsuits, which command
nearly 80 percent of the 42nd
Judicial Circuit docket, arc in a
different arena than criminal.
cases, Buckingham said.
While the procedures are similiar, he said the parties involved
usually work through a dispute.
Unlike criminal court where
Buckingham said he has begun to
manage the docket and put cases
on a "fast track" in oroUr to digout out of a mountain of cases,
attorneys in civil matters usually
control a case's progress.
The latest trend in civil litigation is a move toward alternative
dispute resolution, which is an
effort to resolve civil
controversy.
"Arbitration and mediation are
becoming an important way to
resolve disputes rather than going
to a jury," Buckingham said.
Arbitration dispute resolution
has other advantages.
He said mediators are less
expensive than a trial, those
involved are spared the rigors of
a jury trial and it enables cases to
move quickly.
Between tria.1,nd other courtroom appearan6v, Buckingham
said he spends a great deal of
time reading case files and working with his law clerk on
research.
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NOW OPEN!

ONLY
2 LOTS
LEFT!

Fallbrook Development
A multi-family development located off of
Diuguid Dr. within the city limits.
Minimum lots still available.
City water, gas, cable and West Ky. Electric.
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harvest Time Market
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In addition, he is required to
rule on cases in which legal
issues do not go to juries and
plan the trial docket for the 42nd
Circuit.
Buckingham foresees a great
deal of change and more problems in the criminal justice system in the next few years.
"We're seeking legal answers
to social and moral dilemmas,"
he said, using Dr. Jack Kevorkian's fight in Michigan as an
example.
He said inexpensive access to
the courts must be provided.
"Sometimes justice can be very
expensive."
The ability to get a speedy trial
in an overloaded system and the
increased use of dispute resolution will become more important
in coming years, he said.
Finally, officials will have to
address courtroom security in a
violent society.
.Buckingham said Calloway
County's courthouse annex is a
prime example of the inadequate
facilities 'which are supposed to

safely accommodate those
involved in legal action.
Buckingham, who has a law
degree from the University of
Louisville, said being a judge is a
rewarding profession.
"I deal with a great deal of legal issues on a daily basis," he
said.
However, the former assistant
county attorney and district judge
said being on the bench carries

KENTUCKY
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Olde Tyme Meal Shoppe
Dixieland Center

753-6328

U.S.D.A. Choice

Sirloin Tip Roast

$2.59 lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

$3.98 lb.

Lamb Legs
Great on the Grill or Smoker

Beef Back Ribs

$1.19 lb.

93 N. Main St. • Benton
2 Doors Down from Leon Riley Ford

• ATTENTION •
1994 CITY OF MURRAY LICENSES ARE NOW DUE:
VEHICLE STICKERS
MOTORCYCLES
TRUCKS, OVER 1-1/2 TONS

p

e
Shell

$35.00
$10.00
$40.00

CITY RESIDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO PURCHASE AND DISPLAY A
STICKER ON EACH VEHICLE OWNED. NON-RESIDENTS WHO
WORK INSIDE THE CITY ARE REQUIRED TO PURCHASE AND
DISPLAY A STICKER ON THE VEHICLE USED IN THE COURSE OF
EMPLOYMENT.

INFORMATION REQUIRED:
NAME/ADDRESS OF VEHICLE OWNER
YEAR AND MAKE OF VEHICLE
LICENSE PLATE NUMBER
•

DUE DATE:
PENALTY DATE:
PENALTY DATE:

MAY 1
JUNE 1 - 10% ($38.50)
JULY 1 - 100% ($70.00r

U.S.D.A. Choice (In the bag)

Whole Briskets

$1.89 lb.

Cooks In 45 Minutes

Chicken Cordon Bleu

$2.99 ell.

We Have Genuine Columbo
Brand Sour Dough Bread & Rolls
From San Francisco
— 5 Varieties —

753.4703

9-6 M-F
9-5 Sat.

Bob

Quality & Service #1

Cornelison

SUBSCRD3E

CITY STICKERS MUST BE PERMANENTLY AFFIXED TO THE WINDSHIELD OF THE VEHICLE - $50.00 PENALTY FOR NON-COMPLIANCE.
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE IS LOCATED 207 SOUTH 5TH STREET.

OFFICE HOURS:
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Jo Crow. City Clerk
502-762-0350
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Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER'S. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Too many rules for placing animals
Dear Editor:
I am writing in regard to the April 29 article titled -Carcass
Removal Shelter Issue." It stated that in the past two weeks there
have been 2,280 pounds of dead animals! That would be 40 dogs
about 50 pounds each! Mr. Cherry said "they're the ones who kill
the animals" and he is not surc it is necessary to euthanize so many
animals. I'm with Mr. Cherry.
Several weeks ago my son and I went to the Animal Shelter
expecting to adopt two kittens or cats. We looked at all the ones
available and were told we had to fill out a form. It asked for
employment and salaries, Social Security numbers, number of
children in the home,„other pets. pet history over the _past .five
years, etc... I was told that they would verify my employment and
was also told that I had so many days to get the cats neutered or
they would sue me in court. 1 was also told I could not have a pet
that day, my application would have to be approved and they would
let me know if I was good enough or 'not.
I was also told that all the cats I was interested in were house
eats and they doubted they would let me have any since I was planning to let them live outside. They must not know that cats have
not always lived indoors. I was also required to bring my entire
family to the shelter to "meet the cats" to see if everyone "bonded"
and get my husband's permission. I explained I had his power of
attorney but that didn't matter, he had to come there in person (as
well as my two other children). I can sell our house and give away
his organs but I can't adopt An animal they would rather euthanize.
While there I asked them why they had so many rules. They
responded they were national rules, not theirs, but they lad to abide
by them. There were many other people there the day I was and
could tell many were animal lovers like myself. That shelter could
have been emptied by the front door (alive) as opposed to by the
back door freezer and back shed method (dead). Each and every
one of us left with pages of rules and regulations, not what we
came for.
I understand there has to be rules but I am. upset that my tax
dollars -arc paying to kill animals that I was happy to provide a
home for. I also understand that some people do take advantage of
the rules and others even abuse animals but the people coming into
the shelter do not seem the type. They are people willing to adopt a
homeless animal and provide for it a better life than a cage in a
room of other homeless animals and a date with destiny.
Sharon McConnell Worstcr
Route 3, Box 13-K, Murray
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Nurses deserve to be recognized
Dear Editor:
During the week of May 6-12, the nation's 2.2 million registered
nurses will be the focus of Natictnal Nurses Week celebrations
throughout the country.
As members of the nation's largest health care profession,these
frontline providers' contribution to the nation's health is enormous.
Rom the expert monitoring and care given by hospital RNs at the
bedside to the primary health care services provided by advanced
practice nurses, the teeth and breadth of the nursing profession is
Ith care needs of America.
meeting the divirse
e so directly deliver health care services, nurses are
Because tli4
uniquely articulate about the strengths and weaknesses of our
health care delivery system. The past year has seen .health care
reform emerge as a top national priority. Through the American
Nurses Association, registered nurses are actively working to
advance health care reform to correct the faults of the current system while also preserving its strengths. The theme of the 1994
National Nurses Week. — "Nurses: Charting the Course for a
Healthy Nation" — reflects this desire to find the appropriate direction in which to guide health care delivery into the 21st century.
It is my hope that you will cover the National Nurses Week
events in our community with these points in mind. Please help us
to recognize our area's nurses and their accomplishments.
On behalf of the registered nurses in Murray, thanks in advance
for your help and support.
Bridgette Burnett, President
Kentucky Association of Nursing Students
Department of Nursing, Murray State University

Inquiring minds finally get answer

''4
,

Dear Editor:
Your Saturday edition (April 30) carried an amusing letter written by my good friend Max W. Parker. In it he belittled an earlier
Lcdgcr and Times statement that certain "children had 'whelps' on
their buttocks."
In 1933, several star football players went home from Murray
High School with whelps on their buttocks, administered by the
great Ted Sanford, principal. Earlier, whelps on buttocks were fairly common at North Pleasant Grove, Coldwater and old Harding
Schools.
The 1986 edition of Merriam-Webster's Third New Internatilunal
Dictionary, a standard authority since 1847, lists "whelp" as an
acceptable/alternate for "welt." It would seem, therefore, that it
would be inappropriate to take this question to the Humane
Society.
We need inquiring minds.
John H. Brinn
1533 Oxford Drive, Murray

Just drop us a line ...

•

MAY 5

Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety Of tOpics, provided they comply with the fol!owing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

Councils meant to serve public
There wps a reason 250 people
attended he Calloway County
Middle School Site Based Council meeting April 20.
They wanted to be heard.
And they were I guess. If not
by their words, their presence
was heard. It was like a roar that
bounced around those gym walls.
The crowd wanted to discuss a
personnel decision with the council. A sticky topic no matter what
the circumstances. But especially
tough for a fledgling council.
Personnel is almost always discussed behind closed doors to
protect the discussee's reputation.
So the council's reluctance to.
publicly hash out any personnel
matter is understandable.
What is harder to understand,
especially from a journalistic
standpoint, was the policy printed
on the back of the council's April
20 agenda.
Turning the legal size paper
aver-revealed a lengthy-outline of
the council's policy on hearing
public comment during meetings.
There are three initial rules:
1)To be placed on the agenda,
you have to submit a written
request to the principal seven
days prior to the meeting;
2)Dialogue with the council is
limited to 10 minutes per request.

The statement noted that the time
is "strictly enforced." To be fair
(1 guess that's what you call it),
the council members restrict
themselves to 10 minutes as well
in their responses. (Such time
limits sound intimidating.)
3)"Total public participation is
limited to three requests per
council meeting."
WOW!
These are scary rules.
What happened to the idea of
public involvement in a public
meeting? Besides that, such rules
could be a violation of the open
--meetings
Such a policy definitely violates the spirit of an open discourse between a decisionmaking body and the public it
serves.
The statement didn't stop with
the three rules. It is written in
such a way to anticipate questions from the public and is set

up in a question-and -answer
format:
"What if I attend the council
meeting and decide I want to
Comment on an agenda item that
the counCil is discussing?"
"The council may choose to
ask for comments or questions
from persons attending the meeting, but visitors are not free to
join the discussion or make comments unless the council requests
it"The Policy and Procedures
adopted by our Calloway County
Middle School Council do not
-allow open discussion as an agenda item."(The emphasis is mine.)
According to 'the statement, the
council's Policy and Procedures
would have to be revised "to
allow open discussion" in
meetings.
I can just imagine the effect
this statement had on that crowd.
They were there to be heard —

and hopefully also to listen.
Site based councils are a new
breed of school management and
leadership. A component of the
Kentucky Education Reform Act.
they are taking over many of the
duties of the traditional school
board. The idea behind the councils is to give teachers, parents
and administrators a sense of
ownership in their own schools.
According to the Prichard
Committee's guide to schoolbased decision making, "parents,
who have high stakes in school
success, have an unprecedented
opportunity for meaningful
school involvement."
That involvement may not
always be in ways that school
officials or council members
want. The involvement may be
critical.
But that is part of the decisionmaking process.
To their credit, council members. agreed__April
Ack_hold_a
special meeting to discuss revising this policy . I hope they do so
during the regular meeting May
23.
Hopefully, parents and teachers
will attend the meeting and share
what kind of participation and
access they want.
Let's root for open meetings.

KENTUCKY EDITORIALS
The State Journal, Frankfort:
Kern Alexander is returning to Kentucky trailing controversy into
the presidency of Murray State University, just as he left the state and
the presidency of Western Kentucky University.
Although there were signs of conciliation on the Murray campus
after Alexander was hired as president by university regents, the fact
is the Murray Faculty Senate had voted unanimously that Alexander
was unacceptable to replace Ronald Kurth, who is the latest Murray
president to be shown the door by regents. Promises of faculty pay
raises may quell opposition by Murray faculty for a time, but we wonder for how long.
Alexander departed Western Kentucky University amid strong criticism by faculty and students charging him with attempting to stifle
the university's award-winning student newspaper.
Certainly a contributing factor to the controversy over Alexander's
hiring was the blatant secrecy surrounding a regents' selection corn.mittee's supposed nationwide search for a Kurth successor. News
reports.last week indicated the committee met with two candidates for
the presidency in secret meetings at Kentucky Dam Village and in
Nashville. Now, the committee chairman admits 20 candidates were
interviewed at secret meetings.
That's patently illegal under the state's open meetings law, which is
intended to prohibit just this kind of secrecy in government.
Thus Alexander will come to Murray July 1 saddled further with
the strong suspicion that his selection was a setup from day one. ...
Perhaps Alexander learned from his stormy tenure at Western. He
certainly has the intellectual and professional credentials to be an outstanding university president. But the method of his selection and his
back-door arrival at Murray raise serious questions about whether he
learned anything at all. Clearly Murray regents haven't learned a
thing.

The Paducah Sun:
Government workers who have influence over awarding contracts
should not be offered nor should they accept gifts and favors from
those wanting that business. Why is that so difficult to understand? In
this scandal-ridden state, hardheadedness seems to be an occupational
disease. '
State Auditor Ben Chandler, who had ordered a halt to engineering
and architectural contract awards pending an investigation by his
office, reported ... that more than 200 state workers received meals,
gifts, trips, outings and free tickets from 14 firms over the past 20
months. The freebies totaled about S4,700 and included more than
S1,300 to one Transportation Cabinet employee.
Some of the transactions no doubt were trivial and innocent. Some
may not have been, and taken as a whole, the pattern is undeniably
unhealthy from an ethical standpoint.
Matters are not helped by the standard excuses for the behavior.
Some contractors explain that they have built up friendships with state
employees over the years and insist that modest favors don't influence
state 'decisions on contracts. That's always the line, but it doesn't
answer the question about why those who want something from government are so eager to please the officials in a position to deliver.
The two cabinets involved, Finance and Transportition, have Au)
steps to halt acceptance of gifts, and at least one contractor has quit
giving them.
That is fine, but it remains mystifying that realization of potential
ethical problems come so late, and then only after an investigation. It
is as though Boptrot, the convictions, the imprisonment of some officials and the continuing return of indictments were happening somewhere else and had nothing to do with politics, power and influence.
Why does it take a brickbat to get the attention of people in business
and government?

Faith and works
In a remarkable interview for the
evangelical publication Christianity
Today, President Clinton is quoted
as saying that in a democracy the
approach to specific moral issues
should change as popular opinion
changes. The President told writer
Philip Yancey that a moral issue
should be made a legal issue only if
"there is a consensus in the community that is sufficiently overwhelming to bring in the criminal
Law."
The President outlined his view
of moral law and the Bible in an
interview held within hours of hearing Mother Teresa denounce abortion as evil at last February's National Prayer Breakfast The interview has now been published in the
magazine's April 25 issue.
Clinton was asked about his position on abortion, whichhas changed
from pro-life to making abortion
"safe, legal and rare." Yancey notes
the President may have made abortion safe and legal, but he has done
nothing to make it rare.
Clinton said he has spent, "an
enormous amount of time thinking
about this — about the biological
reality of how people are formed,
about what point in time the various
functions develop in an unborn
child, about whether it would ever
be possible to go beyond the
viability tests to make any more
sophisticated judgment about personhood — which is really a spiritual determination and not a biological determination ... The truth
is, no one knows when the spirit
enters the body."
Essentially the President is saying the 'spirit" enters the body when
the baby takes that first breath.

('AL'S

!OUGHTS

Later in the interview, the President says he accepts the Bible as his
moral authority, but that "in a
pluralistic society, when should our
belief in morality translate into
laws?'He cites the First Commandment -*Love the Lord your God
with all your heart and with all your
soul and with all your mind," yet
amazingly he asks who would codify that in U.S. 2=ri
public
If laws are to be
opinion polls, then we are doomed
to a society that seeks not to
promote the general welfare, but
general disorder,despair and chaos.
Recall that the Jews ofancient Israel
were none too happy when Moses
brought down the Ten Commandments (not the Ten Recommendations) from ML Sinai, but I didn't
notice God taking their views into

consideration and offering them a
second draft, along with amendment or veto rights.
The President's theology is nothing more than situational ethics
and a false religiosity that should
fool no one. As theologian R.C.
Sproul told me,the President's view
of law 'echoes the definition of
pornography — the test is contemporary community standards, not a
transcendent, objective standard."
This is dangerous because the absence of such a standard can quickly
lead to tyranny.
The Apostle James wrote that
"faith without works is dead." To
say that one believes in God and
even the Bible as "authoritative,"
while at the same time refusing to
acknowledge certain central truths

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washingt66 D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S.' SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)'

(especially those addressing the beginning of human life), is to fall
under the indictment of St. Paul,
who warned of those who have a
"form of godliness, while denying
its power. Have nothing to do with
them."
In recent months,President Clinton has been holding private meetings with evangelical leaders, some
of whom have spoken favorably of
his faith and "spirituality." But an
"open letter" from 12 religious
leaders — including Charles Colson; James Dobson, psychologist
and president of Focus onie
Family; and Ed Young,presidn of
the Southern Baptist Convention —
could halt any progress in converting evangelicals to become his
supporters.
The letter urges the President to
rescind last month's State Department cable to all diplomatic and
consular posts, asking them to pressure foreign governments to support
greater abortion availability in the
U.N. population-stabilization plan.
Noting that many poor nations do
not have antibiotics, ultrasound machines or sterile operating rooms,
the letter predicts that introducing a
surgical procedure like abortion
into some of these regions would
result in "massive infections and
death." It says that liberalized abortion violates the laws of many
nations, which will resent what they
regard as "cultural imperialism."
The President has had his flirtation with religious leaders, and
some proved quite resistant to his
advances. Yancey delivers a final
persuasive judgment;"(ClOtori) is a
consummate politician (who takes)
his cues from the crowd."
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No Escape

t the theatre

7t,2 4421

Bad Girls

iR

1:30 3:40 7:10 9:15

1:30 3:10

7:15 900

1:30 3:25 7:15 9:15

KrIstl Hokum, Ashley Cleaver and Ashley Gilson portray cheerleaders In a
Calloway County High Schools comedy "Vanities."
around George trying to find out
16 and May 21 at 7:30 p.m. and
where he is, who he is, and how to
again on May 22 at 2:00 p.m. All of
wake up. The students in this act are
the performances will be at Robert
Edwin Richardson as George, with
E. Johnson Theatre in the Doyle
support from Ginger Hicks, Erica Fine Arts Center at Murray State
University.
Hulse, Bethany Call, and Jason
For- advance reservations call
Herbert.
Calloway
County High School at
The third_ "act" is from Neil_
Simon's Plaza Suite. A mother and —151-8141. Tickets are $5 per
fathefare fighting over the best way person.
to get their daughter out of the
bathroom and down to the ballroom
to the hotel to get married. As the
guests await, the parents mull over
the past, present and future. Paige
Patterson plays the mother, Tom
Richter plays the father, Kristi Hokans plays the daughter, and Thomas Holcomb plays the anxious
husband-to-be.
The performances will be on May

individual to view three plays in two
days.
On June 10, the theatre begins
their 1994 season with "Inherit the
Wind" in addition to "Lend Mc a
Tenor" and "Piggyback." Also
included in their schedule are
"Arsenic arid Old Lace," "Hamlet,
Prince of Denmark," and "The
Voice of the Prairie." Concluding
their 1994 performances will be
Charles Dickens "The Christmas
Carol."
A veteran of over 25 productions,
Johnson will appear in "Inherit the
Wind," "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
"Hamlet," and the season closer
"The Christmas Carol."
For ticket information, call 1800-342-2177 or 502-786-2177.
Group rates and special two or three
day play packages are available.

et

Through May 12
Juried Exhibition — Annual Student Art Show, free from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Monday/Wednesday/
Friday; 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday/Thursday; 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday; and 1 to 4 p.m.
Sunday in the Eagle Gallery.
May 19
Meeting — Camera Club, free at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Library.
Through May
Exhibition — "You Can't Do That
With Watercolors,' by Tommy
Ellis, the award-winning Nashville artist. Display is free at the
Calloway County Library.

Matinees Saturday
and Sunday Only

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Through July 5
Art Exhibit — "Celebrating
America: The Norman Rockwell
Legacy,' free at Wrather West
Kentucky, Museum.
Weekly
Painting Sessions — Murray Art
Guild, 10 a.m. to 4 p-.m. Tuesdays. Wednesdays and Fridays;
6:30 p.m to 9 p.m. Thursday; at
the guild. Visitors are welcome.
Daily
Art Exhibit — "Scouting Through
the-Eyes of an Illustrator' and
"Illustrating Scouting," admission
charged. Tues.-Fri. 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.; Sunday. — 12:30 to
430 p.m. at the National Scout[rig Museum.
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Not One Penny in Payments
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Til MAY 1995

OUR GREATEST SALES EVENT....JUST- GOT

BIGGER

FLEMING FURNITURE'S MAY SALES GOAL: 1 MILLION DOLLARS
• Extra Special Factory Pricing & Incentives • Save up to 50% off STOREWDE

•Free Gifts for the
First 20 Shoppers
Daily
•NO Monthly Payment
•Free Weekly Door
For 12 Months
Prizes
•Free Balloons &
.NO Interest Payment
Refreshments
For 12 Long Months
for the kids
•NO Down Payment
•BIG Discounts on
Furniture, Bedding'
TV's & Appliances

1

Save 50%
up to

SPECIAL SERVED TUES.-SAT. 11 a.m.-2 p.m. /
Dinner Buffet Open 4-8 p.m.
Closed Sundays and Mondays
CALL IN ORDERS 753-2348
Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)
Murray
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Get a Super
Discount Price
plus... PAY
Not One Penny
for 1 Full Year...
Absolutely no
hidden charges

THE BIG 12

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!
Iricludo
*Your choice of one meat
O2 vegetables or casseroles
•Dinner roll or corn bread
*Drink

=-•

PAYMENT

Til MAY 1995

Cafeterta Style

(Salad and Dessert Extra(

1:30 3:30 705 9:05

Nett! Arrivals

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton* Paciticah * Fleming Furniture lir Benton
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Horse Cave Theatre, Southern
Kentucky's only professional repertory theatre, announces the addition
of Mayfield actor and playwright
Don Johnson to their professional
cast for their 1994 play season.
Located near Bowling Green,
Horse Cave Theatre is nationally
recognized for quality performances of drama, comedy, the
classics, and original Kentucky
plays. Academy Award-winning
actor Jon Voight described the
theatre as "...a beautiful theatre
...the theatre has quality, the pace,
the acoustics."
In 1993, Horse Cave Theatre
drew more than 30,000 people to
their performances, including
10,000 students. Their rotating
repertory format, which is one of
only a few in the nation, allows an
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Eight short plays. written by
members of the class, will be presented in workshop productions.
The plays and authors arc: Bob and
Eunice Get Married by Michael

Paul Albert Robinson:lad,'china t).
scheduled for .7 p.m. each evening, Frank Flank; .4ppea rant e.+ by
and will be held in the Johnson Emily Wesley; Kodak Afonients by.
Theatre on the campus of NISU. Beverly Ann Carter. /he Jell) .1,0-

Mayfield actor to work
with Horse Cave Theatre
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The Kentucky An Theatre, in
conjunction with the playwrighting
class at Murray State University
will present an evening of one-act
plays entitled Pieces of Eight on&
May 4 and May 5. Performances are'

By ALEXIA SCHEMPP
This year instead of producing
one full-length three act play,Calloway County High School will present three one-act comedies. Director Lynn Melton said that the selections are aimed at seniors as they
leave the high school.
The first "Act" is from Jack
Heifnex's play Vanities. The first act
of this play will be performed. It
iives a look at high school life
through the eyes of three cheerleaders. While the play is set in 1963,
the basic truths are the same today.
The characters are shallow and a
bit dingy. However, their fears for
the present and the future are set
forth in an unnervingly funny and
stinging dialogue. The three students who portray the cheerleaders
are Xristi_Hokans. Ashley CleavCrand Ashley Gilson.
The second "act" will be Christopher Durang's The Actor's Nightmare. George is the main character
in this play. He does not know what
play he is in, but he is on stage
wearing Shakespearean clothes. He
assumes he is playing Hamlet.
The audience gets a bit of Noel
Coward's Private Lives, Samuel
Beckett's Waiting for Godot,
Shakespeare's Hamlet, and A Man
for All Seasons. The play revolves
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Thursday, May 5
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/6
p m./Sinior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p/.m./SL
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m /Sirloin
Stockade
Army ROTC Awards Day/3
m iCutchin Field, Murray State University Public invited.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1.30 to 4:30 p.m.

Thursday, May 5
Phil Tibbs retirement reception/3-4:30
p m /Dance Lounge of Currie Center,
Murray State University. Public invited.
Auditions for Showcase of Student
Talent/6.30-8:30 p.m./Murray Middle
School auditorium.
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association/7 p.m./PADD Budding at
Mayfield
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/7 p.m.
rehearsal/dub house.
TOPS KY 8469 meeting/weigh-in/6
p m and program/7 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Technology Committee of Southwest
SBDM Council/3 p.m./school library.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Health Express of Murray-CaJloway
County Hospital/Hillery's Country
Store. Crossland/1-3 p.m.
German Shepherd Dog Club of Western Kentucky/7:30 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library. Info/436-2858.
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p.m. and Enrollment/8 p m
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer an Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
First United Methodist Church events
include Singles meeting/6:30 p.m.
First Cbrislian Church events.include
Youth Bible Study/4:30 p.m.; YAAC
meeting/7 p.m.
Shiloh General Baptist Church
study/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Knights of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th .St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Richard, 759-9994.
Singles Frisndship .of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.

National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Friday, May 6
May Fellowship Day by Church
Women United/10:30 a.m./South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Masonic Widows' Dinner by Murray
Lodge 8105 F.& A.M./6:30 p.m./Seven
Seas Restaurant.
19th Annual Hardin Days opens/7
p.m./Hardin Community Building. Benefit Volunteer Fire Department
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
seffeOf citizens' activities.
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m.
Country Dance/Hardin Community
Center/7:30 p.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
C1ub77 p.M.rtstabonal--Mard- Arrtiltiry:
Bingo Play/7 p.m. at Wishing Well,
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcOmers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets..
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora •
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean Bible Study/7 p.m.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Line Dan,cing/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and
2 p.m./Golden Pond Planetarium;
Homeplace and Nature Center open.
Info/1-800-455-5897.

TO CCMS PRINCIPAL
MARILYN WILLIS,
There are those who do appreciate
your time and dedication to our school.
We may not always agree, but we do
value your concern and your tireless
efforts to serve the needs of our
students The insights, support and
plain old elbow grease are important
and should not go unnoticed.
CCMS TEACHERS WHO THINK YOU
ARE A 'RIGHT FINE LEADER

SUBSCRIBE

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Girl Scout picnic on Friday
The annual Girl Scout Leader-Daughter picnic will be Friday, May
6, at 6:30 p.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street, Murray. The
picnic will be potluck with everyone bringing their own plates and
silverware. All leaden, co-leaders and helpful Girl Scout parents are
invited to attend with their daughters. Besides the meal, this will be a
time for games and songs.

Jenny Ridge Church plans homecoming
The annual homecoming at New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church
will be Sunday, May 8. Services will begin at 10:30 a.m. with a
basket dinner to be served about noon. All members and interested
persons are invited to attend.

Fire Protection District will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 2 will meet Monday,
May 9, at 7 p.m. at the New Concord Fire Barn. Nominations for one
member of the board of trustees will be held. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Scheduling Committee will meet
The Scheduling Committee of Southwest Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Monday, May 9. at 3:30 p.m. at the school. All
members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Rachel L. Greathouse and
Kerry R. Wyatt to marry

Pine Bluff meeting on Saturday

GreathCkise and Wyatt
wedding will be July 9
Don and Thelma Greathouse of of 1289 W. Co. Rd. 300 N,
Seymour, Ind., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Rachel L. Greathouse of 210 N.E. First St., Paoli, Ind.,
to Kerry R. Wyatt of 309% E. Main St., Paoli, son of Wabum and
Brenda Wyatt of Rt. 1, Murray.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mrs. Joyce Wyatt and the late
Will Wyatt and Mrs. Bronzie Young and the late Martin Young of
Murray.
Miss Greathouse is a graduate of Brownstown Central High School
and of Ball State University: She is Spanish teacher at Paoli Community Schools.
•Mr. Wyatt is a graduate of Calloway County High School and Murray State University. He is Agriculture teacher at Paoli Community
Schools.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 9, at 3:30 p.m. at St. Peter's
Evangelical Lutheran Church, Brownstone,- Ind.
A reception will follow at The Crystal Room at Seymour, Ind.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Walters is awarded degree
CINCINNATI, Ohio — Dr.
Henry A. Walters of Rt. 2, Box
190, Hazel, Ky., has been
awarded a doctoral (Ph.D.)
degree by The Union Institute, a
University, offering interdisciplinary plans of study for mid-career
adults.
Dr. Walters' graduate studies
were completed in the field of
Safety Management. His major
work is entitled "A Study Guide
for the Statistics Used in System
Safety Engineering."
Prior to attending the Institute,
Dr. Wakes graduated from the
United States Military Academy
and earned an M.B.A. at Rollins
College.
Currently, he is employed at
Murray State University's
Department of Occupational
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Haley named to
Program Council

I
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HENDERSON, Tenn. — A
Farmington resident was recently
named to a service group at
Freed-Hardeman University.
Jason Haley was named to the
University Program Council.
UPC coordinates campus activities such as parties, performances and campus movies.
Haley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Haley of Farmington, is a
sophomore engineering major.
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Safety and Health. He said he
"plans to continue encouraging
students to use science to make
the workplace safer."

Area persons are
named for honors
PADUCAH — Seven Calloway County residents were
among the 254 students on the
honor roll for the third term at
West Kentucky State Technical
School.
They are Mark A. Flood and
Darby W. Futrell, machine tool
technology; Monica L. Griffin,
cosmetology; Rebecca S. Jirak,
radiological technology; James
M. Stinnett, air conditioning/
refrigeration technology; Corey
L. Wilson, welding; Randy J.
Wright, masonry.
A grade point average of at
least 3.5 is required for honor
status at West Kentucky Tech.
Only Y. or full-time students are
eligible.
WKSTS, one of 17 state technical schools in the Kentucky
Tech System, offers 32 programs
which include 47 diploma and 69
certificate options in technical/
industrial, business and graphic
communications, health and
human services.
The school's third term was
from Jan. 26 to April 13.

A meeting of all residents and property owners of Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision will be Saturday, May 7, at 10 a.m. at Blood River Baptist ChurCh. The meeting will be held for the purpose of discussing the
feasibility of forming a property owners association to take over the
management of the subdivision's water system.

Special banquet will be Saturday
The Mother/Daughter Banquet of South' Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will be Saturday, May 7, at 6 p.m. at the church.
1 This will be an evening of food, fashion and fun.

Lutherans plan yard and bake sale
A Yard and Bake Sale will be at Immanuel Lutheran Church at 15th
and Main Streets, Murray. This will be from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, May 6 and 7. The public is urged to attend.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

-

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Saturday, May 7, at the lodge hall on Highway 464, east of Almo. A
meal will be served at 6:30 p.m. Work in the Master Mason degree
will be at 7:30 p.m. Barton T. Jones, master of the lodge, invites all
Master Masons to attend.

Cycling Club sponsoring special ride
Chain Reaction Cycling Club will sponsor a Mothers' Day Bicycle
Ride on Sunday, May 8, at 2:30 p.m. ,The ride will begin at the parking lot of KenBar Inn, Gilbertsville, with the option of a 20 mile or 35
mile route. There is no fee for this ride. As with all CRCC sanctioned
rides, helmets and signed liability releases are required. Youth under
18 years must bring signed release and permission to ride from
parents. Bob Holdman will be ride leader. For more information call
1-502-395-3239.

Singles' potluck on Saturday
All singles are invited to a potluck supper on Saaturday, May 7, at
6:30 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank,
North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. Meat, rolls, drinks, paper
ware (plates, napkins, etc.) will be furnished by Single Too Group,
sponsor of the vent. Each individual is requested to bring a vegetable,
dessert or salad. For further information call 753-6078, 753-7845 or
753-7663.

Mothers' Day Lunch Sunday
Mothers' Day Lunch will be served at Murray Country Club from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Sunday, May 8. The menu will be grilled
parmesan chicken, has brown potato casserole, broccoli and cauliflower crunch, corn, roll, dessert and drink. The price will be $8 for adults
family
and $4 for children under 12. Members may bring immediate
Saturday,
by
made
be
should
Reservations
guests.
and out-of-town
May 7, by calling 753-6113.

Calloway Touchdown Club will meet
An organizational meeting of Calloway County Touchdown Club
will be Tuesday, May 10, at 7:30 p.m. in the Calloway County Board
Office. All persons interested in the Calloway County Football Program are urged to attend.

Theta breakfast on' Saturday
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
May 7, at 9:30 a.m. for breakfast at Holiday Inn, Murray. New officers will be installed. Hostesses will be Martha Guier and Mary
Lawson.

Gamma Chapter to meet Saturday
Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society, International, will
meet for a lunch-business meet at Barkley Lodge, Cadiz, on Saturday,
May 7, at 10:30 a.m. Carol Wright, South Fulton, Tenn., will preside
over the initiation of new rri6mbers, and Beth Belote, Murray, over the
installation of new officers.
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Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial
guaranteed rate• for amounts over
$5,000 is:

We are pleased to announce that Debbie Farrell, bride-elect of Chad
Katzman, has selected
her stoneware, flatware
& accessories from our
gifts of distinctioh from
the Southwest.
Debbie and Chad will
be married August 13.
1994.

5.50

can be locked
Us for one year.
Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single
Prertuum Deferred Annuity plans.
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Paschall honored
on first birthday
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By BEN GRAVES
Rouic Library Director
Lighting a candle is better than
cursing the darkness. I was going to
start the column today with a paragraph about how disgusting modern
novels were, but instead let's look at
the good stuff.
Consider Redwall and Mossflower by Brian Jacques (pronounced lakes). Cluny, the leader
of a barbarian horde from the north,
threatens the existence of the Redwall abbey, the monastical order
living there and all the families
Natthis, a
clustered around it
novice in the monastical order living in Redwall abbey, sets out to
find the sword of the fabled warrior
Martin. Martin founded Redwall
abbey long ago after ending the
tyrannical reign of Tsarmina. The
villains are vile, but not TOO vile.
The heroes are heroic, but not
impossible so. The language is
colorful, but not offensive. There is

violence but its not graphic and the
dramatic tension in the book is
relieved by knowing that Martin and
Machias must both succeed in the
end. I've read both books and highly
recommend them.
Oh,by the way,did! mention that
Martin and Matthias are mice,
Cluny's a rat and Tsarmirui is a cat?
Redwall and Moss/lower are both
touted as being in the tradition of
Richard Adam's Water:hip Down.
This shows the ignorance of those
who tout books without full knowledge (mid the pot to the kettle.)
Jacques' novels are actually a cross
between Kenneth Grahame's Wind
in the Willows and Howard Pyle's
Sonw Merry Adventures of Robin
Hood. This is as good a set of books
for young people as I have come
across in many days.
Another fine book for young
people is How the Universe Works
by Heather Couper and Nigel Henbest Universe is a companion

volume to How Science Works,How
Nature Works and How the Earth
Works. All of these are published by
Readers Digest and Produced by
the Darling Kindersly (DK) company. Like all DK books it's filled
with pictures and easy-to-read text
There are 100 easy experiments that
kids can do to learn about how the
mechanics of the universe we live
in. I highly recommend it.
Yeah,I'm a sucker for DK books.
We have another one this week, the
Encyclopedia of Fishing. Fishing
lists and explains more kinds ol
rods, reels, lines, lures, flies, fish,
techniques and tackle than I would
have believed existed. You have to
sec this book to believe it. It's
wonderful!
Fishing means seafood, the place
for seafood is New Orleans and it
just so happens that New Orleans is
the setting for DJ. Donaldson's
New Orleans Requiem (cat your
heart out, James Burke.) Chief

HOROSCOPES
ER II)AY, MAY 6,1994
1For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.1
Ti4DAli'S CHILDREN are straightforward and. well-meaning, eager to
he of service to others. Although somewhat stingy as youngsters, once these
Taurean% grow up and have enough money. they will be reasonably generous with it. Their homes will reflect their love of comfort and style. Usually
strong and % igorous. these_Taureans tend to overeat when feeling stressed.
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independent and direct. Have confiHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR-LIFE: dence in yourself and others will
follow your lead. What you need is
Those who pursue new goals will
make the most career progress. available. Reach for it.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20):
What once seemed satisfactory may
Keep your priorities in mind when
now strike you as insufficient. Intelplanning a work schedule. You need
lectual and hard-woeking, you
to play it safe where an unusual
would be wise to sharpen your
research and writing skills. Do not :financial venture is concerned.
Activity behind the scenes could
he shy about bringing your more
affect you in a positive way. scholarly interests to the attention of
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
higher:ups. Romance reaches a new
Your first priority today is obtaining
plateau early -in 1995. Make certain
reliable infortnation and completing
partner shares your thirst for knowla special project. Past efforts proedge and love for animals.
duce new rewards. Maintain a
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
steady pace at work.'
THIS DATE: baseball legend
Will ie May s, father'cif psychiatry
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do not
become 'unapproachable just
Dr. Sigmund Freud: filmmaker
because you have a disagreement
Orson Welles, opera singer Marwith someone. Tact and charm will
guerite Piazza.
ARIES (March 21-Aptil 19): A
let you obtain your goals. You may
long-awaited meeting lives up to
want to make some big changes in
your expectations. Use tact to
your lifestyle. Go slow.
resolve a difficult personal problem.
VIRGO (Atig. 23-Sept. 22):
.Do not be afraid to mix business
Someone could make you an excitwith pleasure. Call home if you are
ing offer. Be certain you know the
traveling..
whole story before saying "yes."
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Extra money may not be worth the
The emphasis is-on being creative,
stress a change will cause.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: You
could encounter the unknown when
trying to sort out a personal dilemma. Maintain your sense of humor.
Your efforts to obtain a better position or more money may not bring
immediate results. Persevere!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Develop better relations with customs officials if dealing in imported
merchandise Friends lend a helping
hand. A community project would
benefit greatly from your involvement.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Deal with any financial questions honestly or your plans could
backfire. Romance could be a
source of great delight this evening.
Complete your work early so that
you can leave the office on time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Be self-reliant, but do not automaticalls' dismiss offers of assistance. Keeping your wits in a crisis
will impress those in charge. Accept
compliments gracefully.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
A good day to contact people _in
positions of influence. You need to
act promptly on new opportunities.
Financial -considerations may he less
important than emotional factors
when making a career choice. Know
thyself!
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
There is greater emphasis on teamwork.and cooperation today. New
business will result from a group
effort Seek investment advice from
experts only.
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Medical Examiner Andy Broussard
has problems. First, there's a senal
killer at work,trying to make Broussard look bad. Second, New Orleans is about to play host to the
American Academy of Forensic
Sciences. Broussard's professional
society is coming to town and he has
to solve these murders soon! This is
first rate mystery and highly
recommended.
The book sale is plowing ahead,
recycling reading material left and
right Come on down and find
yourself a bargain.
Gene Dale Paschall
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Engagement Rings - Right Hand Rings Men's Diamond Rings - Diamond Pendants
Earrings - Anniversary Bands

Special • Original • Beautiful

Gifts Just Like Her
For Mother's Day - May 8th
University Plaza
On Chestnut St.
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Saturday 9-5
Sunday 1-5

1%1,1

associate store,
a dTiZ

1/2
Price!

ifts
She'll Love....
Prices
>le
You'll Love

All Outerwear
Jackets,
Rainwear, Suits
& Jogging Sets!

Spring Dresses
Jewelry &
Handbags

Ladies' & Men's

All

Stone Set Rings

Sterling Silver

30% 50%

Off

25-50%

Set Your Way In Store

20W

10 Kt Gold

OFF

(Jr., Missy, Petite, Half Size)

1/3 to
112 OFF

Entire Stock

Petite Sportswear-

For That Special Mom

Mother's Rings

Closed Sunday
May 8th for
Mother's Day

Entire Stock

20-25% Off
Off
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Mr. and Mrs. Scott Ashley
Benson of P.O. Box 1476, Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Ashley Lauren Benson, born on
Wednesday, April 20, at 9:21
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital_
The baby weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces and measured
19V. inches.,The mother is the
former Darra Mitchell.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
Darrell Mititell of New Concord
and Mr. and Mrs. George Benson
of Danville.

!am

All Diamond Jewelry

Gene Dale Paschall celebratk..!
his first birthday with friends and
relatives on Sunday, April 6.
A party with the theme ot
"Mickey Mouse" was held at his
home.
- - He is the son of Barry and
Melissa Paschall.
Grandparents are Carols ri
Parker of Murray, Darrell and
Susan Parker of Murray, and
Tommy and Elaine Paschall i
Hazel.
Great-grandparents are Mr,
Grace Parker and Mrs. lmogen.
Paschall of Murray and Mr,
Hazel Underwood of Hazel

Ashley Lauren
Benson born
here April 20
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Suns
Sweep
-

Barkley lights
up Golden St.;
Nets stay alive
By The Associated Press
The Phoenix Suns and New
York Knicks went after firstround sweeps on the same
night. Thanks to Charles Barkley, only the Suns got what they
wanted.

• w

'•

Racers land 6-11 shot blocker.
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
As the latest college basketball
signing period goes on and on,
Murray State keeps getting bigger
and bigger.
On Wednesday. 6-11 center
Quennon Echols of Brown Mackie College in Salina, Kan., signed
a national letter of intent to play
basketball at Murray State next
season.
"He wants to be listed at
seven-foot, so I said, If we list

Echols, originally from Pant ile:Igar said. "The thing that
you as a seven-looter you better
impressed me was that his coach
Fla. "In some °tour games
City,
play like a seven-footer," said
last year, Antoine Teague's shot told me that (Echols) was a very
Racer head coach Scott Edgar.
good 440 man on the high school
Echols follows 6-9 M.C. blocking or altering of shots
champour
.for
beneficial
track team."
proved
as
Walker
Fred
6-5
and
Mazique
Echols also considered Pan
ionship. This kid appears to be as
the Racers' laws! signees.
better."
University of the Sun
bit
little
Amencan
a
or
good
Mackie,
Brown
at
This season
Belt and turned down an invitaEchols blocked 178 shots. The . Echols, a preseason honorable
tion to visit WAC champion
mention junior college allMurray State season record as
Hawaii last week. He visited
held by Antoine Teague at 60. American selection last season by
Murray State more than a month
Blue Ribbon Basketball, averaged
Jeff Martin set the career mark of
13 points and 10 rebounds per ago and gave the Racer coaching
130 between 1985 and 1989.
staff an apparent committment.
game.
"He has experience and shot
"He was pretty adamant that
"He can really run the floor,"
blocking ability," Edgar said of

All Timms CDT
FOIST AMMO
(1•61-404
W•41/beedity,
No. Jeralay 93. Nov Vat 92. Nee YOU loads
simea
Phoorika 140. Goldtan State 133. .PAcens gam
sena* 3 0
Thursday, May 5
Aunts at Warm 7 pm (TNT)
110 •pm (TNT)
S•ard• al D110,
San Amoeba al Utah 130 Om. (TNT)
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Calloway's Lowe triples
, Lakers over Murray 9-1

La

he. Yam II Now Jona/ 7 p.. (TNT)
P•ousion at Portland TBA (TNT)

•

MI

Barkley, who had never
before scored more than 47
points in a regular season or
playoff game, had 56 Wednesday as Phoenix completed a
three-game sweep of Golden
State by outscriting the , Warriors 140-133.
The Knicks took a 2-0 lead
against New Jersey, but Chris
Morns' two free throws with
1.5 seconds left in overtime
gave the Nets a 93-92 victory
and kept them alive in the bestof-5 series.
Barkley, whose back limbleins this season led•him to say
he will not play next season,
took advantage of Warriors
coach Don Nelson's decision
not to double-team him by scoring 27 points in the first
quarter.
"Obviously, 1 was making a
lot of shots," he said. "They
kind of forced the issue by not
doubling rre. I hope it's not the
last time I see single coverage. I
kind of like it."
Barkley's 38 first-half points
set an NBA playoff record. He
iinished the game hitting
23-of-31 shots and grabbing 14
rebounds. His total tied for the
third-best in playoff history
behind Michael Jordarr's 63 in
1986 and Elgin Baylor's 61 in
1962.
"Nobody thought he was
going to make all his shots,"
Nelson said. "He had one of
the most spectacular games I
eser witnessed, as a player and
II See Page 9
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•

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times
With one swing of the bat, Calloway County's Brad Lowe broke
a tic and secured a tie.
Lowe's two-run triple in the
fourth inning Wednesday at Murray High broke a 1-1 tic and sent
the Lakers on to a 9-1 victory.
Wednesday's win also wrapped
up at least a tie for the Fourth
District championship with Marshall County.
"He got a good rip at it," said
Laker coach Eddie Morris. "He's
struggled with the curve ball all
year, and he's so fast with the bat
no one will throw a fastball by
him. But on the triple, he kept his
hands back and waited on the
pitch."
Murray's Shane Schroeder is safe at
second after a throW gets by Laker
Jason Grogan.

During her standout career as
Lady Racer, Jennifer Parker
was one of the best to ever play
guard. Now, she's going to play
abroad.
Through her involvement
with Athletes in Action on the
Murray State campus, Parker
will spend the latter part of
June and the beginning of July
touring Russia with the AIA
women's basketball team.
"I'm all excited," said Parker,
who finished .her career as the
Lady Rac'efs' fourth all-time
scorer. "I thought that (MSU)
was my last chance to play, so I
figured I better take the offer."
Parker, a graduate of Murray
High, saw an AIA pamphlet
before her junior year at Murray
a

Calloway (12:6) is now 5-1 in
the district while Marshall is 4-1
with a makeup game at Mayfield
yet to come. Murray (4-13) is
assured of third place with a 2-3
district record.
Should Marshall beat 0-5 Mayfield, the Lakers and Marshals
would flip a coin to set who
would draw Mayfield or Murray
when the district tournament
begins in two weeks at Mayfield
Calloway trailed 1-0 before a
pass ball brought in Scan Waller
who reached on an error. Casey
Williams singled and Brent
Anderson walked ahead of
Lowe's triple.
"Murray hung close for a while
and I was worried," said Morris.
"They're at their place and they
can jump on you at any time."
Calloway added one run in the
sixth to take a 4-1 lead, and
II See Page 9

Calloway Co. teams split; Tiger tennis rolls
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County split a pair of
softball games at Fulton City
Wednesday, losing the first game
and winning the second by identical scores of 2-0.
The opener saw Fillion City
score both of their runs .in the
bottom of the first. Calloway was
limited to, seven hits, two by Linda Stubblefield, while leaving 10
on base. Amy Alexander was the
losing pitcher.

the boys team taking a 5-4 loss
and the girls team winning 9-0.
On the boys side, Peter
O'Rourke lost 8-6 at No. I sinChad Gray lost 9-7 at No. 2,
Rob Benford took an 8-1 loss at
No. 3, Scott Farmer won 8-6 at
No. 4, Andrew O'Rourke fell 9-7
at No. 5 and Brad Wilson won
the No. 6 singles match 8-6.
In doubles play, -Benford and
Farmer, lost 8-0 at No. 1, Peter
O'Rourke and Gray won 8-2 at
No. 2 and Andrew O'Rourke and
Wilson won 9-7 (8-6) at No. 3.

Calloway managed only three
hits in the second game, but two
were over-the-fence home runs
by Stubblefield to help the Lady
Lakers -gain the split. Fulton City
tallied five hits as Ale sander took
the win.
Calloway. now 14-8. hosts dis(net foe Marshall County today at
4:30 at the Murray .City Park.
Tennis
- Calloway County split a pair of
tennis matches with Fort Campbell in Murray Wednesday, with

*Last Friday, Calloway County
In girls play, Julie Yoo won
split a match at home against
8-3 at No. 1 singles, Kylic JohnMarshall County, with the girls
son won 8-1 at No. 2, Erin Grogan took an 8-2 win at No. 3, winning 5-4 and the boys falling
Alexia Schempp won her No. 4 9-0.
For the girls, Alexia Schempp
singles match 8-2, Ann Taylor
won 9-7 at No. 2, Ann Taylor
won 8-0 at No. 5 and Kelly Trawon 8-4 at No. 3, Elizabeth
vis won 8-3 at No. 6.
Blackford won 8-4 at No. 4 and
In doubles, Yoo and Johnson
Kelly Travis won 8-1 at No. 5. In
won 8-2 as did the team of Grogan and Schempp, and Taylor doubles, Taylor-Blackford won
and Travis took an 8-3 win at No. 8-5. • • • •
3.
Murray High had little trouble
Calloway hosts Reidland this
afternoon at 3:30.
• See Page 9

UK's Pitino
announces
assistants

Hoops career continues
abroad for MSU's Parker
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

IN See Page 9

Lowe Blow I

AT A GLANCE

1

this was what he wanted to do
when he kit here," Edgar said of
Echols' official visit. "He told me
when he left campus that he was
coming back."
Murray State still has one
scholarship available. Reggie
Nelson, a 6-5 forward from
Treadwell High School in Memphis, Tenn., is still available after
visiting MSU, Southern Illinois,
Arkansas-Little Rock and Austin

State and became interested in
the idea. But it was AIA who
became interested in Parker.
"They saw my name in USA
Today," said Parker, a two-time
all-Ohio Valley Conference first
team member. .
Parker will leave for Milwaukee. Wis., on June 10 for a
week of training camp before
heading to Moscow for approximately nine games against Russia's best, including the national
team.
"The way I look at it, when I
play basketball, 1 play to win,"
said Parker. "We'll tour the
.country and' sightscc, but
basketball is the main deal."
Athletes in Action will consist of the top Diviiion
women's college basketball
players from around the

"Check tvith Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Jim O'Brien is reunited with his
former coach and Winston Bennett is back at his former school.
O'Brien and Bennett, along
with George Barber, were named
to Kentucky coach Rick Pitino's
basketball staff for next season at
a news conference Wednesday.
Delray Brooks is the. only
returning coach after Billy Donovan took the head post at Marshall, Bernadette Locke-Mattox
became, an assistant athletics
director at UK and Jeff Morrow
left to become an athletics director and coach at Louisville Highview Baptist.
O'Brien, head coach at Dayton
from 1989-94, replaces Donovan
as associate coach. He spent two
seasons as Pitino's Ossistant with
the New York Knicks before taking the Dayton post, where he
compiled a'61-87 record.

country.
Besides - playing Russia's
hest, Parker realizes the opportunity' to catch the eye of a
scout and earn a professional
women's contract is a
possibility.
"Who knows?" she asked,
"somebody might see me and
want me to come play for
them."
Should Parker not attract the
attention of any scouts, it's
back to Murray State to finish
up her degree in secondary education. After a semester of classes and a semester of student
• See Page 9
4ennifer Parker will be Russia-bound
In Junt.

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!

Sceiticieta ,
Par 3 Golf
8, Sports Center

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPE N
Mon F ri
75
Sat

7 Noon

41 41 41 *

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • PAurray • 753-1111
* 41

41 *

*
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• Golf Lessens Available •
Practice Range
$1.75
Miniature Golf ...
753- 1152

Golf
$3 00
.
9 Holes
$500
18 Holes
Weekends & Holidays
$4 00
9 Holes
$7.00
18 Holes
Carts 53 00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, & $350 Buckets
50e
Batting Range
N 16th St., Murray
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BRIEFS
Calloway sets girls basketball camp
Calloway County's girls basketball camp will be May 23-27 at
the high school. Times are 8-10 a.m. for girls in grades P1-5th
grade, 10:15-12. 15 for girls in grades 6-8 and 12:30-2 p.m. for high
school gicia

•Racers land 6-11...

ado

FROM PAGE 8

id of
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Peay.
In addition to Echols. Mazique
and Walker, the Racers have also
signed 6-2 guard Larry Johnson
and 6-8 forward Dawyne Davis
from Odessa (Texas) Junior College, 6-6 forward Terrence Fiupatrick from New Mexico Junior
College and 6-7 forward Matt
Harris from Obion (Tenn.) Central High School.
Johnson and Walker were also

one
ggie
from
lemafter
nois,
ustin

listed as Blue Ribbon Basketball
JUCO all-Americans.
RACER NOTES: Antoine
Teague may still be able to block
a few shots for the Racers if an
appeal to the NCAA is granted.
As a sophomore at Rend Lake
(111.) College, Teague. suffered a
knee injury and missed all but
three games. Teague could
receive a medical hardship from
the NCAA and one more season,
"but there's not going to be an
immediate decision," said Edgar.

•Barkley...
FROM PAGE 8

3

coach."
Despite Barkley's heroics,
Phoenix didn't take control of
the game until the fourth quarter. Trailing 107-106 entering
The final period, Phoenix built
its lead to 125-117 with 7:35 to
play when Barkley converted a
three-point play and notched his
50th point.
Golden State closed- to
131-129 with 2:07 left on a
basket by Latrcll Sprewell, who
had 27 points, but the Warriors
got no closer. The Suns missed
just three of their 19 shots in
the final period.
Jh

5:riff
is 4-1
iyfield
13) is
a 2-3

Mayirshals
; who
lurray.
Knent
lyficld
fore a
Nailer
Casey
Brent
id of

a

The Suns will play the winner of the Houston-Portland
series, which resumes Friday
night in Portland. Elsewhere in
the West. San Antonio is at
Utah and Seattle at Denver in
tonight's games, with the Jazz
and SuperSonics enioyin_g 2-1
leads.
Chris Mullin had 30 points
for the Warriors, who were
swept in a playoff series for the
first time since 1967-68, when
the Los Angeles Lakers won
four straight in the Western
Conference finals.
, Dan Majcrle scored 24 points
and Kevin Johnson had 18
points and 12 assists for the
Suns.

•Parker...
FROM PAGE 8
teaching, Parker hopes to land a
job teaching and coaching
basketball.
As a senior at Murray State,
Parker averaged an OVCleading 21.9 points per game
and scored a school-record 40
points against UT-Martin on
Jan. 22. She finished with 1,680
career points and is among the
leaders in six statistical

while
lorris.
i they
time."
in the
., and

categories. Yet, her playing days will
almost surely be done when she
returns from Russia on July 9.
"I'm bored," Parker said of
her time away from basketball.
"I miss it, but fell miss it more
next year. Everybody's (Lady
Racers) are already talking
about next year.
"They had a team meeting
and I wasn't even invited."

SCOREBOARD
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Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me br all your family insurance needs.•
305 N. 12th St., Murray
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753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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1.3). 635 pm
Houston (Swindell 3-0) al Cincinnati (Flip 1 -2).
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New York Satterhapso 3-1) at Si Louis (Watson
2-4 705 pm
Los Angeles (Minima 0-2) at San Franasco
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'Breds slam
Pacers 15-3
with 3 HRs
Staff Report
Murray Ledger edi Timm
MARTIN. Tenn. - Chris '
'Moddelmog hit a two-run
homer in the first inning and
Keith Gallagher add a grand
slam in the fourth as Murray
State built a large early lead
and coasted to a 15-3 win over
Tennessee-Martin Wednesday
afternoon.
The Thoroughbreds pounded
out 17 hits off four Pacer hurlers, building a 9-1 lead after
four innings. Murray State hit
three home runs on the day.
including Matt Culps 14th of
the year in the ci-ghlh inning.
Culp, a junior first baseman,
is two homers shy of tying the
school record for home runs in
a season, set by Clay Boone,
who hit 16 in both the 1981 ;
and '84 seasons.
'Breds' starter Fred Robin- I
son pitched six innings, strik-..
ing out three and allowing four
hits in picking up his first win i.
of the season. The game between the Ohio
Valley Conference schools
does not count in the league
standings.
_
.

III Lowe...
FROM PAGE 8
picked tip live in the seventh onthre hits and three base on balls.
- Jay Herndon went six innings
to pick up the win for Calloway.
Jon Reid went sok for Murray and
too the loss. Murray outhit Calloway 7-6, but committed five costly errors.
Jason West and Stephen.
Crouch each had two hits for the
Tigers. Preston Weatherly's solo
home run in the second gave
them the 1-0 lead.

.3 00
.5 00

DENVER (AP)- They're baa-a-ck.
Just when you thought it was
safe to go back to the ballpark,
the Colorado RoCkies' bullpen
wlf-destnacted in a frightening
performance in the late innings
Wednesday night. Bernard Gilkey's two-run homer off closer
Darren Holmes in the ninth lifted
the St. Louis Cardinals to a 6-5
comeback victory Wednesday
night.
Rockies starter Greg Harris
departed 'in the seventh inning
with a 5-1 lead, and manager Don
Baylor turned the margin over to"
his relievers, who had compiled a
1.32 ERA in their last seven
games.
Instead, the relief effort more
closely resembled the Rockies.
Horror Pitching Show of last

season.
It was the fourth blown sa%o
St. Louis struck for three runs by Holmes in seven opportunities
in the eighth, and Gilkey's homer this season, and Baylor said he
put them over the top in the
will switch to a closer-by
ninth.
committee pattern.
With one out in the ninth, HolWillie Smith (1-0), the fifth ot
mes (0-3) had two strikes on both
six St. Louis pitchers, pitched the
Todd &Ile and Gilkey. Zeile
eighth for his first major:league
doubled off the short left-field
win. Rob Murphy pitched th...
wall, and Gilkey followed with, ninth for his second save.
his second homer of the season, a
In the eighth. Zeile singled and
modest but decisive 368-foot Gilkey was hit by a pitch. John
blow.
Mabry then hit a check-swing,
"I was looking for a fastball, soft liner down, the left-field line
and he threw me a breaking for a double, koring one run.
ball," Gilkey said. "I just got the Relievei-Willic Blair's wild pitch
hat on it, and it went out of the produced another, and Terry
ballpark."
McGriff hit a sacrifice fly oil
Zeile was similarly fooled. Steve Reed, pulling St. Louis to
He gave me a curveball, and I 5-4.
was out in front of it," Zeile
Harris nursed a 5-1 lead into
said. _"1 managed to hit it down the seventh inning, limiting the
the line."
Cardinals to four hits.

A/A &/X
Present

Derby Day '94
Ribtest!!
SATURDAY
May 7th 10:30 til race time (4:38)
at %ONO% Grill

II Calloway...
FROM PAGE 8
with St. Mary on Wednesday,
winning 9-0 on the boys' side
and 6-3 on the. girls'. Michael Hornback defeated
Will Bruce 8-4 at Ica. 1 singles,
while Brent Keller won his match
8-4 at No. 2. Murray's Jeremy
Hunt (No. 3). Jason Rouse (No.
5) and Adam Grogane.(No. 6) all
won their matches 8-0. Joel Johnson posted an 8-1 victory at No.
..
4.
In doubles, Keller-Hornback
won 84; Grogan-Johnson won
8-2 at NO. 2; and Gressler-Hunt
won 8-0 at No. 3.
-For. the -girls,- Caroline Trawick
won 8-1 at No. 1, Mary Maddox
won 8-4 at No. 2 and Leigh
Havcrstock won 8-3 at No. 4.
At No. 5, Emma Shaw scored
an 8-5 victory and No. 6 Mary
Kay Howard won 8.-2 at No. 6.
Shaw-Poppy Hogscd picked up
the only doubles victory, winning
8-5.

Full one pound of home style bar-b-que ribs
served with baked beans, potato salad, cole
slaw, texas toast, and dessert accompanied
by jumbo 32 oz. drink.

"All you care to eat!"
Tickets are $12.00 and can be obtained from
any Alpha Sigma Alpha or Sigma Chi member!
Proceeds benefit sponsoring organizations

Tickets Available Al The Door.
ii
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Five speed friction
power transfer

ROBERSON'S
HIH BURGER INN

Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping
From 25"to 42°-Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models

Is Now Open
Sundays 6 a.m. till 2 p.m.
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753-1155
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Has a tight turning radius and is
one of the most maneuverable
mowers available
Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing job
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Serving Our Famous
Bar-B-0 Plate Lunches
and Fish Specials
"Come See Us Soon'

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502.759.1280
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Cards beat up on Colorado's
bullpen for 6-5 comeback win

•'949"

Friday Evenings Until 8 p.m.
M. WAYNE
BENNETT

THURSDAY MAY 5, 1994

DON'T PAY 'TIL
OCTOBER 1994
INTEREST FREE'

INSTANT CREDIT
MODEL 260610 UP TO 3500
ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT
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Ultimate Communications of Murray, Ky. can
repair your VCR, stereos & small electronics.
-Full Time Candied Tachnscian-

Ultimate
Communications
810 B Sycamore St. - Murray • 753-2640
Hoven: 9 .ni4 Ant Mon.-Fri • Own*, Tim Rolmnson
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Paul S. Von Schoech. 59. of Broad Street. Murray, died today at
3:40 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospiul. His death followed an extended illness.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was retired from the
Murray Fire Department and was a member of St. Henry Catholic
Church at Aurora.
Born July 13, 1934, in Mexico, he was the son of Sara Barns Von
Schoech and the late Konrad Von Schoech. One brother. Konrad Von
Schoech Jr., preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Shirley Outland Von Schoech, to
whom he was married on June 7. 1966; one daughter, Mrs. Sara Dixon
J nd husband, Mike, and one son. Paul Von Schoech Jr., all of Murray;
his mother, Mrs. Sara Von Schoech, Sacramento, Calif.; two grandchildren, Justin Baker and Shawn Von Schoech; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Daytha Outland, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Hicks Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 6 to 9 p.m.
tonight (Thursday).

Tommy Blair

$599•

Services for Arthur D. McGuire will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Charles Cloyd
and the Rev. Jack Doom will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Mark Dowdy, Greg Johnson, Phillip Carr, Brad
Copeland, Tim Starnes, Clarence Fletcher and Mark Crider. Burial
will follow in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Masonic rites were Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the funeral home.
Mr. McGuire, 66, West Broadway, Mayfield, died Tuesday at 6:07
a.m. at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ann Dick McGuire; two daughters,
Shannon McGuire, Louisville, and Aimee Nelson, Mayfield; three
sons, Shea McGdire, Boaz, Bret Cude, luka, Ill., and Rodney Cude,
Wickliffe; his mother, Mrs. Esther Shaver, West Palm Beach, Fla.;
one sister, Mrs. Annette Felty, Lake Wood, Fla.; two brothers, Wayne
McGuire, Lake Wales, Fla., and Gene McGuire, Columbiana, Ohio;
seven grandchildren.
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Mrs. Sandra Kinsey Parker
The funeral for Mrs. Sandra Kinsey Parker will be Friday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Jones Funeral Home, La Center.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Parker, 50, Jason Drive, Paducah, died Wednesday at 6:14
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include her husband, Kenneth Mius Parker.
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Mrs. Mamie L. Housden
Mrs. Mamie L. Housden, 72. of Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.. died
Tuesday at 6:55 a.m. at the home of her daughter in Palm Beach
Gardens.
Services will be Saturday at I p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral home afor 5 pail. Friday.

Arthur D. McGuire
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The funeral for Henry Treas is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Russell Miller is officiating.
Burial will follow in Soldier Creek Cemetery.
Mr. Treas. 71, of 304 Unity Church Road. Hardin. died Tuesday at
•
his home.
A carpenter, he was an Army veteran of World Wait II. Born April
24. 1923, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Torn Treas
and Lou Burnett Treas.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Beuy Smith Treas; two sons,
Richard Treas and wife, Linda, Benton, and Randy Treas and wife.
Anna, Hardin; three sisters, Mrs. Ruthic Mohler, Kirksey, Mrs. Beulah
Turentine, Paducah, and Mrs. Francis Crick, Murray; one granddaughter, Courtney Treas, Hardin; three grandsons, Michael Treas and
Jamie Treas, Benton, and Brandon Treas, Hardin.

Tommy Blair, 66, Rt. I, Farmington, died today at 5:04 a.m, at his
home.
A retired employee of Murray State University, he was a member of
St. Leo's Catholic Church where he was a liturgy minister.
Born Sept. 30, 1927, in Meadeville, Pa., he was the son of Ileen
Riley Blair and the late Claude 'Morton Blair.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jane Brown Blair, Rt. 1, Farmington; two daughters. Mrs. Janet Louise McKinney and husband, Wayne, Eddyville, and Mrs. Monselia Lynn Elkins and husband, Ray.
Murray; his mother, Mrs. Ileen Riley Blair, Vincennes, Ind.; three
grandchildren, Joseph Melton Latham and wife, Kim, and James Thomas Dowdy and. fiance, Becky Puckett, all of Murray, and John Thomas Latham and wife, Leslie, Princeton; one stepgrandchild, Jimmy
Encins-and wife, Tammy, Murray; one great-grandchild, Zachary Joh-nathon Latham; one stepgreat-grandchild, Tiffany Elaine Elkins; several aunts.
. Blalock Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
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Students from Murray Christian Academy enjoyed a free pizza party
sponsored by Pizza Hut for completing the Book-it reading program.
Pictured: Crystal Pugh and Stehpanie Finch.

Volunteer musicians are
needed for summer band
The Murray State University/
Community Summer Band is calling for volunteer musicians to participate in the ensemble which rehearses on Tuesday nights and performs at three outdoor concerts.
The first rehearsal is scheduled
for Tuesday. May 31, at 7 p.m. in
room 216 of Murray State's Price
Doyle Fine Arts building. All area
musicians are encouraged to bring
an instrument and join in the fun.
The only requirement is that they
bring their instrument and be ready
for a good time," said Dennis L.
Johnson, co-conductor of the ensemble and director of bands and
orchestra at Murray State. "Music
and percussion will be provided.
Everyone from 14 to 114 is invited
to perform with us."
Chris Hayes, co-conductor and
assistant director of bands at MSU
said the ensemble will perform June
7 and June 29 on the lawn in front of
Lovea Auditorium and July 4 at.
Stewart Stadium as part of the
"Freedom Fest-94" celebration. In
case of rain, the performances will
be in Lovett Auditorium.
"It's especially important this
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"Majestic Cluster"$2

year that everyone pass the word on
to their friends," Johnson said,
"since we have lost the computerized database which has informed
many past members by mail of the
summer schedule. We want everyone back, but they won't be getting
their personalized invitation as in
past years."
"Much interest has already been
expressed and many are eager for us
to begin," Johnson said. "There has
been a great renaissance for community bands and outdoor concerts
throughout the United States and
Europe and the interest here in
Murray is indicative of that movement.The ensemble is a cooperative
effort and that is probably one
reason it is so special," he said.
For more information,contact the
Murray State band office at (502)
762-6450.
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A public hearing will he held by the City of Murray at City Hall on May
26, 1994 at 7:30 p.m. for the purposes of obtaining written and oral
comments of citizens regarding the proposed annual budget.
Public Inspection: The City's proposed Fiscal Year 1995 budget is
available for public inspection at City Hall, Mayor's Office. 207 South
5th Street,during business hours8:00 a.m.to 5:00 p.m. Monday throngh
Friday, beginning May 23, 1994.
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MUSIC BASH
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Ram or shine Cal (502)
474-2211 for more in10•17111tion
Pf•••1114(1 by JT54
Promotons

ATTENTION commercial
fisherman' Pond perch
$2 50'pound 474-8021

Any person(s) especially senior citizens, who cannot submit written
comments or attend the public meeting but wish to submit comments.
should call the Mayor's Office at 762-0352, by May 26, 1994 so that the
City can make arrangements to secure their comments.
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Pally, Weekly or Monthly Rates
be filed in the Calloway James H. (Tanner,
1400-41111-411111
Nationwide TOLL. FREE

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
Robertson Road, South to
Hale Road. right on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile

KY 94 West lo Johnny

SC1

OPEN TO THE PUE31 IC

NON PflOf ti ORGANIZATION

753-0466

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

INDUSTRIAL NURSE
Plant first aid, worker's compensation, act as liaison with employees.
Prefer RN. with
physicians. etc.
industrial experience. Respond to:

Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
Art Equal Opportuntly Employer

Receptionist for the
Board of Education
High School Diploma or GED required.
Excellent telephone and typing skills
required. Ability to work with people is
of utmost importance. Must have computer skills including a knowledge of
how to use a spreadsheet and word
processing software. Applications will
be accepted until May 13, 1994. This
position will be filled as soon as possible.
Interested persons should submitapplication to:
W.A. Franklin, Supt.
Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

CLASSIFIED

• 11/4
• 1/,

Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 o.m.-12 p.m.

Help
Wanted

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

y been
r for us
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Help
Wanted

Wolk*

Interested persons and organizations in Mut-ray, Kentuck . are
invited to the public hearing to submit written and oral comment
the proposed budget.

Bill Cheri'
Mayor

/ord on
said,
nputerformed
I of the
everygetting
as in

270
365
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SEARS

BUDGET HEARING
CITY OF MURRAY
1994-1995
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MERCHANDISE
Comp.,flers
120
For Sole or Trocie
130
. Wont To Buy
140 ....
Articles For Soie
150
155
160
ess
rig
nc
Furrv‘raii
Home APCA
Anttoves
165
Vacuum Ceoners
170
18()
Sewing Mochnes
195
Heavy Equipment
203
Sporn EaLePenent
Fvewood
210
Music ol
220
240
MTisc
V elcr-Prus
260
cli0
Pets & Supplies
300

020

010

010

Legal
Notice

753- 1916

ThIPTOr ME NT
Hog) Wonted
Do"Neshc & ChM:score
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Business Opportunrty
instructIpn

360
070

ADJUSTMENTS
Advedleers are nequepslied to
check the And inseerion of
their oda kw any *nog. Murray
Ledger • Ikno• will be esspoilable tor only ono Incared Inseinon Any error
should be reported Wilma.clay so corrocnons con be
mode.

BURIAL INSURANCE

in tits
V•

A proven program that shows you
how to choose the career of your
dreams, prioritize goals, learn about your personality fit, prepare a
resume that will help get you an
interview, negotiate salary, and
help you get the career path of your
dreams.

Ugly Duckling
ET,AEcrzmm

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

WHERE? CURRLS CENTER THEATRE (3rd fir)
WHEN? THURSDAY, MAY Mk d:30.9-30 pAi.
YOU'LL GO' THE CHANCE TO
WHY?
FIND THE 301 13V YOUR DREAMS
COST? $69 IN ADVANCE, $79 AT DOOR
CALL (512) 753-5624 Id register
HOW?

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, MAY S. 1994

070
Help
Wanted

•

Domesle
& Oridcwe
NEED position caring for
elderiy or handicapped
iady Just finished lob with
same lady 8yrs Prefer
days References Cali
53 2918

DO you need a GED? Do LOCAL business desires
mature individual 63 work
you need hope Ice the fu
tire arid help to get a solid 40hrs wk thru August
career' We have 22 JOB 15 20hrvvek thereafter
openings for people 16 thru General knowledge of ac
21 that are not rut time high -counting and computer
school students Call skills preferred Send re
753 9378 Five days a week sume to PO Box 104()
Murray KY 42071
between 8 00am 3 Oopm
This project is funded by
NOW taking appliacations
the Job Training Partner
at The Dutch Essenhaus
ship Act through the Ken
Hwy 121 N 753 2334
tucky Department for Ern
ployment Services and the OTR Drivers Long Haul
West Kentucky Private In
Pay for Short Haul Carrier
dustry Council This a an Dixie Midwest Franklin IN
Equal Opportunity prog
is expanding its fleet Late
ram Auxiliary,di sand ser
model conventonals No
vices are—ervailable upon slip seating Guaranteed
request to individuals with home every 7 14 days Cali
disabilities
I 800 526 4001
DRIVERS-Come for the
Money Stay for the SLibil
ity JB Hunt one of
America s largest and most
successful transportation
companies pays Its rimers
some of the best salaries in
In
the business
experienced persons call
I 800 845 2197 Experienced drivers call
I 800 368 8538 J B Hunt
The Best Run For The Mo
ney EOE Subject to drug
screen
DRIVERS -6ET HOME
WITH THE RISING STARI
OTR'Shorthaul opportunities no slip seating home
weekly (shorthaul) excellent pay/benefits BUR
LINGTON MOTOR CARRIERS 1-800 JOIN BMC
EOE
DRIVERS Start $ 24 $ 28
Raises to $ 30 Home often' Assigned convention
als Free medical dental
$1000 tarp bonus 1500
satery .bonus Paid vaca
lion Retirement 1300 wkly
during Flatbed training
HORNADY TRUCK LINE
1 800 648 9664
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now,
no experience, free supplies, free information, no
obligabon Send SASE to
Lifetime. Dept 28, PO Box
39, Bangs. Tx 76823
EXPERIENCED printing
personnel wanted Fult
time positions competitive
pay, good working conditions Innovative Printing,
1623 Highway 121. Murray,
KY 42071 Marc Peebles.
(502) 753 8802
EXPERIENCED dry wall
hanger, must have tools &
references 474-8377
FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES now has openings for
demonstrators No cash in
vestment Part time hours
with full pay Two catalogs
over 700 items Call
1 800 488 4875

1-.41,EAUT4FUL treclatone -—CAST- internationat 495
gown size 34 753 8091
Tractor. 42HP approxi
Wanted
mately 150 hours, new contrucking
and
exBOGARD
ALTERATIONS and redition
phones
ric
We
haul
lop
cavating.
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe502 753-4389 and
dirt.
white
soil,
gravel_
fill
dos Ruth s See and Sew
502 753-5960
rock, rip rap 759-1828
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981
COMPLETE Satellite Sys
200
Sports
SEWING sobs wanted in- tern like new Call
436 2486 after 6pm
&alliterate
cluding formal wear
753-1061

ESTATE SALE Shady
Oak Fishing Camp Dou
blewide (only) Lake Wales,
Florida $15,000 OBO Call
502 863 2033 after 6pm

100
Bumf's
Opportunrty

OWNERiOPERATORS
hiring owner operators
Run Midwest only 80 cents
per mile
Loaded and
empty Pull our dry vans
No escrow Health and life
Insurance available 100%
0'0.800 354 CUBE MonFri

BE YOUR OWN BOSSPossible $2 500 Parttime
$8 000 Fulihme monthly
processing insurance
claims for Healthcare Providers and Dentists Soft
ware Purchase required
computer
plus
1 800 722-SAMS

PAPA Johns Pizza is now
accepting applications for
assistant manager. 5 day
work week paid training
program paid vacations
competetve wages Apply
in person Dixieland Center 753 6666

CLOTHING
DISTRIBUTOR Be your
own boss Make Big Profits'
Selling ladies clothing
1 800 541 7057
PARADISE SNOW
Franchise for sale in Murray Building & all equipment 442 4758

PART-TIME reporter Jour
nalism background photo
graphic skills preferred
Send resume ONLY to Union County Advocate PO
Box 370 Morgantield KY
42437

YOUR own TROPICAL
SNO Hawaiian shave ice
business Funl Easyl Pro
tits' Lots better than snow
kones
Call now
1-800 532-7093 Investment required

SALES & SPECIALIZED
REPEAT auto services to
fleets dealers& consumers Local hands-on position. equipment & training
included $40K. bonuses.
bebefits 817/633-7961
EOE

PC Repair upgraded
training at your location
Hawkins Research
753-7001

SERVERS needed Applicants should be familiar with
fine foods & cocktails Must
be ,enthusiastic, motivated
& willing to work weekends
Apply O person at Commonwealth Yatch Club,
Green Turtle Bay Resort in
Grand Rivers after 2pm

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

STRAWBERRY pickers
needed 753-2047

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436 2578,
901.644-0679

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVERS Run single(
team, west coast runs company paid health insurance.
$15,000 life insurance pola
icy, starting $30,000
year with annual increase,
, paid weekly, fuel bonuses,
late model equipment
Qualifications Meet D 0 T
Requirements David W
Trucking
Hood
800 424-9013

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
WANT to buy: antique furniture, glassware& china 1
piece or houseful! Call
492-8128 between
10am-4 30pm

WANTED OTR truck driver
with 2yrs experience CDL
Hazmat required
502 759-4009

WANT to buy 4 wheeler .70
or 80 527-1607

Anniversary Safe!
and
GRAND OPENING of AREA RUG GALLERY
at Puryear location

* Track Less from $6.99
* Plush from $3.99 psy
* Berber from $4.99 psy

psy

Extra Heavy 36 oz. Commercial Plush
from $3.49 psy

Half Price on Short Rolls
30 ft. a Under --- HUGE SELECTION!

Prlt,.9t ..c)q.1 Al ;311) 1.,
from

14.99 psy

t f-

llt)-rYt

W de & ,r,cler

Auto/Boat Carpet '1.49 psy

HWY 641. 1 mi
50U1' Of Hazel. Ky

1400-M4441.

-net,

u
s
A

VISA
MASTERCARD
127
0cTreoss
l Mirtirol

MOTORCYCLE helmets &
shields Camping supplies
& work boots Jerry s Sport
ing Goods Mayfield KY
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
POOLS POOLSI We're
clearing out our 93 pools
now at reduced prices' For
ex 19X31' o d pool with
sundeck fence & filter only
$988 complete' 100% h
nancing
Call now
1 800 759 6058 ask for
Susan

TITLEIST driver,

PT 95
degree loft firm flex gra$150
phite shaft
4.36-2173

2111
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
Musks!
GUITARS keyboards &
computers 753-6768
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

Miscellaneous
A -BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
CHURCH WEDDING -in
the Smoky Mountains Gatlinburg's Chapels (since
1980) No tests-no waiting
Photography, music, flowers, videography, receptions, limousines, Honeymoon suites (fireplaces,
heart shaped Jacuzzis)
Christian Ceremony Rev
Ed Taylor 1•800-346-2779

SEARS toning table 5 in 1,
antique wrought iron baby,"
youth size bed & bed set
DP Ergo Trac IV treadmill.
wrought iron etergee.
Amana microwave oven &
table, wicker chair, trunk &
Ratten headboard, 19"
RCA N, large wall mirror,
A CHAPEL IN THE
upright Sunbeam digital
WOODS Be married in a
scales, Maple dining table.
beautiful log chapel in the
Oak bookshelf. 2 hard rock woods-Gatlinburg No
Maple bookshelves, small blood test or waiting period'
deep-freeze, sunflower Romantic honeymoon caitems & lots of fabric
bins wlireplace and hot753-B677 or see at 1523 tubs! 1-800-729-4365
Oxford
A MYRTLE Beach, SC
SERVICE pole, 3X7 utility Country Music at the
trailer Little Tyke outside Beach FREE 56 page
toys boys size 3T clothes color magazine with infor753-6425
mation an affordable counSNAPPER 8hp rear One try must variety shows and
tiller Excellent condition accommodations packages 1 800 968 6973
$500 753-8091
SUNQUEST WOLFF TANNING
BEDS New
Commercial-Home Units
From $199 Lamps
Lotions Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1 800 462 9197
SUN tanning beds new &
used Finanang available
Parts,,qerViCe a supplies.
Sonny
Call
Hooks.753-9274, or
1-800-540-9790
SWIMMING pool distribu
tor MUST SELL entire inventory of new 1993 pools
Huge 19X31 OD family sized pool with sundeck
frnce & filter Now only
$988 complete withsun
deck, fence & filter' Full
financing' Call now
1 -800269 2873 ask for Jill

GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain-top
views, fireplace balcony,
kitchen, clubhouse poolJacuzzis May Specials' Individual units rented by
Schweigert Enterprises
Free
Brouchure
1-800-242-4853, (205)
988-5139
KILL ROACHESIBuy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back, GUARAN
TEED' Available at Coast
to Coast 604 N 12th St

MYRTLE Beach RESORT
VACATION RENTALSStudios 1 and 2 bedroom
condominiums Indoor/
outdoor pools tennis and
more( Spring rates from
TEA length white formal $347-week FREE BROwedding dress size 10 & CHURE 1-800 448-5653
head piece 753-3469
SLOW DRAINS? DRAIN
TOPPER for lwb. asking CARE ends slow drains
$300 Kirby Heritage 2 vac- Removes years of buildup cum cleaner Call 328-8037 in pipes and its safe louse
after 4pm
Money back GUARAN
TOPPER for small Iwb TEED, Available at Murray
truck, $175 Grass catcher True Value Home & Auto
for 38' to 40" lawn tractor, HDW North Side shopping
$80 (5) sets 1989 upper Ctr
1-800. $550 WEDDINGS
deck
OLD—
753-1982
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies Smoky Mountain river chapel. near Gat
linburg Complete arrangeIMIAoollancios
ments HORSE-DRAWN
IMSHER dryer, $250
CARRIAGE Cabins, Ja5/1175
cuzzis or Hot Tubs Charge
Cards accepted No tests)
no waiting HEARTLAND
1 800 448 VOWS (8697)

MATTRESS set, queen
size $65 753-5949

We ore never under sold in friendly personnel.

r

INFANT girl clothes 0-6
mos Sleepers dresses &
day wear many summer
items Also a car seat Call
anytime. 759-4156

INSIDE sale good selection of guns 8 ammo holsters and MAK 90s Banbill
approaching Wood pro
ducts poly stain 8 so forth
name brands cheap Buy
sell trade Guns sold on
cosignment Sat 9am 4pm
94E to Hwy 280 Baywood
Vista signs below 6 mile
marker

BROYHILL sofa & chair
ove seat all in excellen
condition 753-3356

OVER 650 AREA RUGS ON SALE
TWO
LOCATIONS

GOLDSMITH Wholesale
Diamond & Gold Co 1c1
diamond tennis bracelet
$99 lct ladies & mens diact
mond clusters $149
diamond earrings $169 resale certificate needed
Call 1 800-775-2736 or
1 502 585-5200 nights
502-451-3420 10K Gold
Rope & Herringbone at
6 25 a gram

18 PIECES of weigh
equipment Free weights
nautilus & machines all one
price 759 9119

1

_/

Sculptured

/952 FORD ram( lilt piow
3 YOUNG men s dress
& lift disc. $2 1 00
suits size 36-S (compare 753-3197 See Itt..1109
to boys size 20) Like new' Olive Street
$100 for all 753-1769
1954 FORD Jubilee Farm
ANTIQUE tut $100
tractor models NAA Can
492 8865
436-2794 after 4pm

v
osves
--

WINDOW air conditioners
working or not 753-5958
WEST Tennessee manufacturer is seeking applic150
ants for the following posiArticles
tions Computer Prog
For Sale
ramer, Data Entry operator
CAD operators Excellent 1979 CHEVY truck & 1 Pink
working conditions and Floyd ticket for sale Cal
competitive salary & bene- 753 9346
HEATING & air duct install- fits packaae Send detailed
1 SWINGSET with slide
ers helper needed for local resume with salary require
rocking horse Price
business Call 753-8181 or ments to PO Box 1040 I, and 1
negotiable 759 9049
come by 802 Chestnut to Murray, KY 42071 EOE
3 Ton central ha electric
apply
070
unit. $300 Small 1 Shp oilDomestk
less air compressor. 110 or
NEED. 60 peel*, Lose
& Childcare-220 electric $200
10 30 pounds in 30 days
753-6063 after 6pm
New. 100% natural doctor
-program
mere.",
15000 BTU 435-4488
AC
CHILD care opening LovEasy. safe guaranteed
ing mother of one Eight after Spin
619 698 2419
years experience excellent ANTIQUE dining suit, walNOW hiring Part-time & references 489-271
nut 9pc reasonably priced
full..time positions availCLEANING houses is my Camel back couch Antique
able Apply in person at The
business Reliable and ex mohogany marble top busiBig Apple Cafe Puryear,
perienced references Call ness desk Hepplwhite
TN Must be 21 years of
sideboard All in excellent
Linda 759 9553
age 901 247-5798
condition Call 753-3672 after 5pm
FULL-TIME SECRETARIAL POSITION for busy
Murray law firm Legal experience a must, knowledge of WordPerfect 5 1
Salary commensurate with
experience Send resume
to P 0 Box 1040 0 Murray, KY 42071

Fara
Equipment

Fee Sala

MOTHERS Day Sale' Save
on all recliners swivel rock
ers glider rockers & lamps
Extra savings on all Irving
room dining room bed
room groups roll top desks,
beding roll aways. Odd
beds & chests Carraway
Furniture, 105 N 3rd,

753-1502

Pd

Governor's MOH
behind ~WS in
- C`orxsielle TN

1-615-552-8787

5 THREAD industrial ser
ger %viable light 110 mo
tor $800 753 0237 alter
4pm

K T I and Associates offer
ing a lull line of investigative
servieesi Bel Air Center
753 3888 Of 436-6099

2711
Mobilo

Home. For S•I4
12X52 MOBILE home with
12X52 built on 4br Can be
moved by house movers
Asking $1 ,000 7S3-0751
1985 BUCCANEER 14X72
2br. 1", bath, central
electric heat & air, double
flooring 8 insulabon, carport. outbuilding Located
at H 7 Coach Estates Re
ducecl, 759 4453

MA&
Mimes Foe Sib
16X72 1991 ATLANTIC
2br 2 bath 1 3 acres
753-1014
1985 BUCCANEER 14X70
2br. 2 bath central hilt
753-4454
1994 14X52 BUCCANEER Washer dryer dishwasher 2tof 1 bath Noce
landscaping 10X14 outbuilding with electricity JacoZZI tub, new sectional
sots and wide screen tv
included Located in Fox
Meadows. $24,000 Cal
759 9311 after 5pm
24X56 DOUBLEWIDE
3br 2 bath service pole
$10000 obo 474-8349
2BR furnished & carpeted
on 3 lots Well & septic
system Reduced Wilson
Realty. 302 S 12th
753 3263
A nice country home Doublewide on 1 acre, central
ha, 3br. 2 bath, with 8x10
front porch and 10x20 back
deck Two out buildings,
nice landscaping, on a
paved road Priced at
$37,500 759-4416
ATTENTION, SELLERS!
BUYERS, mobile home
loans 1976 and newer
from Green Tree Financial
Refinancing available
Fast, friendly service For
call
application
1-800-221-8204
BEST Home Center Hwy
45 E Milan, TN presents
Fleehvood Homes sale of
sales 16X80 3br. 2 bath,
central air, all for $19,999
As little as $1032 40 down,
payments $202 33-mo. or
3br, I bath. 14X64, $750
down, payment $1651mo
2br, 1 bath, 14X50 $650
down. $135/mo Call
1-800-282-3781 or
901-686-8790
JUST now on market' Custom built 2br moblie home
superbly maintained '6
acre corner lot minutes
from town $31,000 Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLSS 053
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles/
doubles Financing available Clean late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corporation/Kentucky,
or
6 06 2 2 3 1 0 1 0
1-800-2218204
240
Mobilo
Homes For Rent
2BR Grogan's Trailer Park
Appliances 8 water furnColeman RE
ished
753-9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

Mobil*
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488
300
&mina's
Rantals
800-220050 tt
RE 753-9898

Apartments
For Rent

Sparteswrila
Fsm
28R 1 bath duplex central
gas his w,c1 hook up. like
new, appliances furnished
$400/mo Imo deposit
435-4480 Of 436 5725
28$1 duplex appliances
w,d hook-up,fenced in
back yard, water utility
central ar, $420rmo Deposit security Call 492 8393
2BR 1 bath duplex garage
with automatic door
opener dish washer gar
bage disposal *I'd hook
up central h a $450 mo
1 yr lease Day 753 7688
nights 759 4703
2BR duplex Great neigh
borhood Central h a Da
hwasher refrigerator w d
hookup $375-mo 1 year
lease Deposit no pets
1906 B Westwood
753-8734
2BR duplex $250mo No
1102 Pogue
pets
753-0409 753-3415
2BR townhouse
baths all appliances 'in
cluding washor & dryer,
deck ceiling fans tool
shed new vinyl flooring
new paint free lawn care
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR townhouse new spa
cious all appliances includ
ing washer & dryer
753-4573
3BR, 2 bath low utilities
with garage $550 mo
75S-3293 after 6pm
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 73-9898
FURNISHED apts renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman
Apts
753-6609
HILLDALE Apartments
under new management
Come see the changes taking place Now available
2br apartment 24hr maintenance Handicap accessible
Office hours
8am 4 30prn Mon Fri
Equal Housing Opportunity 437-4113

I have many nice apart
ments duplexes & homes
all over town many near
campus Come by or cal
Bradley Book Company
753-8767 or 753 2339
KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Wesdy Village tbr
apartment utilities in
cludecl rent based on in
corrve Elderly handicap &
disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502 354 8888
LARGE 2br stove and frig
carpet Utilities furnished
$350 759 1987
LARGE duplex in whale
area Central air gas heat
all appliances $450 mo
Lease plus deposit No
pets 759 1087
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications to,
1 2 and 3br apartmenti.,
Phone 759 4984 Eqult
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2br 1 bath gas ha,
appliances furnished
Washer dryer hook up
$400 per month 1 month
deposit 1 year lease No
pets Call 753 0472 leave
message
NEW duplex 2br 2 bath
garage and utility room Po
vacy deck with all ap
pittances furnished & w/c1
hook up, $475 mo with deposit and 1 year lease No
pets Located at 1813
Ridgewood 753 5524
days 753 6854 nights
NEW large duplex. 2 full
baths gas heat in private
area lease & deposit
$500 mo No pets' Days
nights
753 1155
753-1623
NICE 2br duplex stove
refrigerator, dishwasher in
eluded WD hookup, central ha, $375imo. plus de
posit No pets Days
753 1953
nights
753 0870
NICE duplex 2br, central
ha, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
PET owner duplex avail
able in country June 1 7mi
from campus Female
dogs large breed only
$360 mo water & garbage
paid Cal 753 8607 7Th
762 1151 M F atter 8pm
VERY nice 2br 2 bath du
pier appliances furnished
central gas heat & air
$475mo 1 mo deposit I
yr lease No pets Call
753 2905
340
Houses
For Rent
2BR appliances gas heat
near university, $325mo
lease & deposit 492 8393
2BR brick with carport w d
provided 509
S 6th
$375mo 753 7210
2BR house walking dis
lance to university carport
1703 College Farm Rd Call
759 1675
2BR house near downtown
Murray $325-mo lease re
quired 753 4109
2BR new bathroom, new
carpet 7.11 Payne St
$375mo Call 753 8767 or
753 2339
38R 2 bath white stone
wigray vinyl siding fenced
in yard 6yrs old on nice lot
on Camelot Dr. $550 mo
753 2339 753 8767
NICE 3 4br house on Syca
more $450 mo Lease &
deposit required
753 4109

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759 4081

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday, May 6th, 1994 at 1 p.m.at the Dan Miller Auction
Barn at Lynn Grove,Ky. From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.94
West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield, Ky. take Hwy. 121
South through Coldwater, turn south onto Hwy. 18,16.
Follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Square oak table & 6 oak chairs - antique dresser & bed - 3 piece
bedroom suite - knee hole desk -other odd beds - nice hi back rocker nice odd dresser - nice lamp tables - wall lamp- table lamps - twin bed
- couch & chairs - hidabed couch - recliners - nice Ethan Allen table &
chairs - (2) other breakfast set - ref. - auto. washer & dryer - (2)
microwaves -garbage compactor - pots & pans - glass & china - small
kitchen appl. - elect. typewriter- stereo -(2) portable color t.v.'s - CB
equipment.elect. sewing machine -card table -yard chairs -bicycles red wagon - 20 or 30 theatre seats - stack chairs - good used windows 2garden tillers - push mower - nice 11 h.p. Murray riding mower - nice
18 h.p. John Deere riding mower.Starting at 3 p.m. will sell body shop
tools - wrenches -floorjack - sanders and other items. Mr. McNutt has
sold his shop and will sell his tools. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. For more information and your auction

needs phone

435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
'My Sen-ice Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Coleman

HARD to believe that othce
space on the court square
in downtown Murray is affordable & available but it
is 8 Debbie can tell you all
about it Call 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

320
Apartments
For Rent
1 2 3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
753 - 1 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm
1 BLOCK FROM MSU
2br, furnished duplex
$300mo , 1 year lease. deposit No pets Refrig
stove 1415-A Poplar
753-8734

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., May 7th, 1994 at 10 a.m. at the Key Mini
Warehouse and Storage 121 So. of Murray,Ky.
Watch for auction sign.
Nice 5 piece bedroom suite - lamp table & lamp - coffee & end
tables - color t.v. - stereo equipment - odd chairs - table & chairs
- ref. - chest freezer - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans dishes - vacuum cleaner - fireplace insert - dog irons air
conditioners - old mirror - kerosene heater - train set - adding
machine - shower stall - bicycles - exercising equipment- lawn
mower - water skiis - used windows, chain saw - other power
tools - wrenches - tool boxes - wood shelving - some wood
working tools. This is only a partial listing. Many boxes were
not opened. I believe there will be something for everyone. So
come and be surprised. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

1BR duplex apartment,
stove & refrigerator furnished, located 2 blocks
from university & Chestnut
St Shopping No pets
$175/mo plus deposit
Days 753-4845, 435-4181
after 6pm

Real Estate Auction
Sat., May 14th, 1994 at 5 p.m. 5 miles East of
Hardin, Ky. on Hwy. 80: Watch for auction sign.

1BR near MSU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR on North 4th deposit
Nonspets $185 !rtio
753-8848 before 9pm
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficency apart
ment S200/mo Available
now 1602 Olive partial util
ities
Coleman RE
753 9898
1 ROOMS for rental 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753 9898
2BR 14 bath townhouse
new, spacious All appliances furnished including washer & dryer rat'
753 1614

Will offer for sale a beautiful stone & brick 3 bedroom house -2
bath - living room - family room and kitchen - utility room carport - sun deck - outside storage on a one acre lot - mature
shade - paved drive - on beautiful lot. Also a 500 gal. propane
tank to be sold separately.
Terms: 20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days and
assin of deed.
.0 tie wil,,on Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Broker
South 12th Nlorray. Ky. 753-3263
Dan Miller Associate & Auctioneer
115-Ills• Lynn Grove. Ky.
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Carport
Sale

50x50 Warehouse
Building For Rent
On Industrial Road

Call 753-5976
NORTHWOOD Storage
priatiently has units avail
able Call 753 2905
STORAGE trailers tor rent
753 7888

May 6
7.30-2:30

Fri.,

121 N. to Stella, beige
house next to trailer
court.
Lots of furniture. pictures. lamps, glaSistcp
patio set, glassware,
clothes. curtains. good
Snapper nding mower.

YEARLING 8 2yr old Sad
dlebred colts Sattlebreds
mares & geldings Regis
tered Racking Gelding
Quarter Horse X Thor
oughbreo type Philly
753 9390

'Pete
Suppe*

5-19

Nintown
ease re

)m. new
iine St
8767 or

te stone
, fenced
nice lot
.550 mo
57

on Syca
.ease &
uired

Yard
Sale
Freedom Fest

HAPPY JACK TRIVERMI
CIDE recognize sale 8 el
fectrve against hook round
8 tapeworms in dogs 8
cats Available 0 T C at
farm feed 8 hardware
stores
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

Ain

NOW OPEN!!

than
y.94

'.121

196.

piece
!ker n bed
ble &
- (2)
small
- CB
'des ,o
- nice
shop
t has
. Not
ction

Thelma's
Outdoor Flea
Market
509 S. 12M St
Friday-Sunday
Have Your Yard Sale
At Our Location

Iini
Ky.

end
lairs
ans - air
ding
awn
)wer
rood
N ere
So
Not

4 Party
Yard Sale
104 N. 18th St
Murray, Ky.
May 6 & 7
7:304
dams in ..c•ler$ condaio(
53mething lot rieryons Areova 2esseonary /NSA agars
arC toOthair cionirq. toys,
walkef stroke. tisti cher ma
gaiirestoolis beddna Sigri
tears, misc Puma", yard
and household tgiog

4 Party
Yard Sale
Frt. & Sat.
May 6 & 7
605 So. 11th
7 a.m. until ?
TV, fireplace, jewelry,
dishes, clothes, lots of
everything.

901 North 18th
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Small appliances,
glassware, punch
bowl, wok, tools,
clothing craft supplies, lots more.

Coll 759-9940 for
Infoemahon

2 Party
Garage Sale

Fridy's
U-Pick
Strawberries
& Yard Sale

Fri., May 6
7:30-2:00
Sat., May 7
8:00-12:00
1538 Spring Crack Dr.
(Spring Creek Oaks Subd )
Household
erns, dolt,
ewelry, motor home leveling
packs, women clotting ute 6 to
16, men clothing m836-38,4/,
4 Avon Chnstmas plates,
Christmas test

Sat., May 7, 1994
7 a.m.
1/2 mi. west of
Hazel on Hwy.
893.

1622 College Farm Road
Thurs., Fri. 8 Sal
7 till
Name brand clothing, women's 4 diroJ 16, men's SIA-L. brass decorative
pieces, lounge chair, umbrella, picnic table, lawn
mower, clocks, heater.
chest, wicker, chairs, flower
arrangements, shoes, XR
185 Honda motorcycle, tco
much lo list

Backyard
Sale
1668 Ryan
Murray
May 6 & 7
7 am.-?

rs
FARM machinery, trucks.
misc May 13-10am Kirby
Auction Center. 1-65, Exit 6,
Frankfort. KY JD 9400
Combine Cosignments
wanted 1 800 788 3527
Ron Kirby Auctioneer

3 Party
Yard Sale
Sat, May 7th
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
405 S. 16th St
Oeneral household 18MS,
campire Gear, Forge, were
machines, glass canning jars,
tansure, bed inens, ctihrts
(several sues), mai clothing
racks & mannequin, Mang
machine. god ckbs. ION49_ _
speakers. computer kems
iotsod °tier stet

7:30 - 5:30
Dolls, craft supplies,
curtains, extra tall
man's clothing, first
quality canning jars
& much more

Carport Sale

Intersection 1346 &
1824 at Dexter.
Friday 8-4
Saturday 8-1
Tent, equalizers, exercise be, all sizes
adult & children's
clothes, toys & much
more.

1508 Henry
Fri. & Sat.
7:00 - ??
Different items daily
Rain oe Shine.
Cotner' - women.(6-12),
meris (S-M). prints, sailer
bans. couch and chair.
moves, gun cabinet.
C B car alarm. comecables.
knick
Feweiry,
knacks, misc.

3 Party
Yard Sale

PATIO
SALE
1624 Magnolia Dr.
Fri. & Sat.

Fri., May 6
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
1700 Magnolia
Dr.

CLASSIFIED

YARD SALE
905 Maln St.
Fri. & Sat.
7 - ??
Riding mower,
range, glassware,
antiques, fishing
lures, household
items & X-mas tree.

Garage
Sale
1408 Dudley Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 - ??
Couch, full sz mattress set, some small
appliances, compactor, lg. size clothes,
kids clothes (all sizes),
T.V antenna, stove
hood, lots of rri,

Big
Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

1705 Audubon Dr.
Fri. & Sat
May 6 & 7
Clothes for all ages,
uniforms,
white
household items, furniture, Maytag clothes
dryer.

Hwy. 783 N.
(Airport Rd.) fourth
house on left.

Saturday
7 a.m. - ??
Children's clothing,
christmas items,furniture etc.

6 Party Backyard
Yard Sale

Yard Sale

617 Broad SL Ext.
Fri., May 6 and
Sat., May 7
1 ant until 7
Smoker grill, Skier exerciser, Fisher-Price baby
monitor,
toddler
girl
clothes, brass glass table
and chars, daybed, bathroom sets, country decoratons, entertainment center,
lots of clothes and items for
everyone

Fit, May 6th
8-?
1504 Henry St.
Clothes - kids to
adults, desk, lawn
mower,
curtains,
bedspreads, dots,
toys, books and a lot
more.
Cancel in case ofrain.

Fri. & Sat.
May 6 & 7
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

2
jtr

Freedom Fest Spring City-Wide
and

816 N. 19th St.
Thurs. & Fri.

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

ure
ane

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

7 a.m.-Noon

YARD SALE

641 South to Hazel,
turn left at Ws station. Follow signs.
201 Canter St
Extra large women's &
men's &dies & more

Sat., May 7 • 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions of items to be sold are available in
the Murray Tourism Commission office at
the Commerce Centre, 805 N 12th St.,
Murray on May 6from 8 30a m -4.30p.m.
and May 7 from 6.00 a m -12 00 p.m. For
more information. 753-5004 or 753-5171

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

COMMERCIAL property
for sale severer locations
Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444 P S Restaurant
with equipment
FREE BROCHURE, Lao*
ront 8 acreage Land bargain
on beautiful Watts Bar Lake
new Knoxville Tennessee
Nicely wooded paved road
iv/ utilities Incredible
views' Financing available
Buy direct horn Developer.i
Owner & save thousands'
Call Indian Shadows 7
days 800 239 8323 File
10-07214 48 167
KY Lake lots priced horn
$3000 to $19500 All
wooded 8 most have beautiful views of KY Lake Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
LAKE E3ARKLEY Cover
front bargain 2 78 ac
824 900 This is your last
chance to own gorgeous
land in one of Lake Bark
Ivy s premier lakefront
communities Easy access
to I 24 County roads water
& utilities Excellent financing Don t miss out, Call
now 1 800 858 1328
Woodland Acres
NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Sleety 753 6156
WANTED Will exchange a
storage building and a shop
for a small farm or acreage
Call 753 1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

100FT X 230f1 in Preston
Heights
$13 000
753 5500
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities, reduced $17 500
753 4873 after 6pm
3 ACRE wooded lot 3 moles
N of Murray on P001 Farm
Rd 437 4703

Good

clothing,
couch & chair, old
cedar chest, microwave,some light fixlures, Old straight
chair, lots more.

per space/
s.P 1 tobie includ+ct

Antiques & collectibles, bargains galore.

4

Attic & Carport
Cleanout Sale

$a

Huge Multi-Family
Yard Sale

1

Sat., May 7
1702 College Farm
Rd.
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
A litre bit of everything. Pnces 1c to
$10.00.

2 PARROTS hand raised
very friendly 8 talkable
S500 ea Will consider pay
merits Baby Cochateels
$25ea 901 644 3107

Public
Sale

storage
Center
toney s
1081

Recliner 3 pc bedroom
sues, super
single
waterbed, bedspreads,
baby girl clothes, gets
clothes 12-14, Ladies 8
men's clothes, crafts.
IIIISC

641 N. right on Hwy.
1824, take Immediate
right lit house you
come to.
Thurs, May 5th
FrL, May eith
8 a.m.-5 p.m
Cabin's, firwisce mart
rsingeraior & °ter kittien
valances. furniture, tv,
claws venous sizes. children's I adult & mac ems

Lnselock
& Supplies

port w d
S 6th
0
dts
carport
Rd Call

Canterbury Dr.
Friday 7-5
Saturday 7-3

1514

Yard Sale

370

FOR sale, Laying hens
753 6446

las heat
i325,mo
)2 8393

4 Party
Yard Sale

Hawse
For Sale

Wel
Toucan

LJU(EFRONT heave 4br ir
fr, lots of windows and
deck Specious beautiful
landscaped grounds pit
vats dock and launch Serious inquires only
436 5371

1987 CHEVROLET S 10
Blazer 4X4 pis pla arc
V 6 stereo 4 speed grey
on grey Looks 8 runs new
$4 875 502 8 75 4050
((Seeker)

Real

Ewa.

Sew

Sat,

ilications
on t hot,*
'(son at
)r 906
ed be
on No
S Equal
ity

•

GARAGE
SALE
2215 Edlnborough
Saturday
7.3
Brand name
clothes, baskets,
country items &
much more
•

5 FAMILY
YARD SALE
At Stella caution
hot, first house
on Kirksey Hwy.

1304 OLIVE Blvd Excel
ent Blvd location, .2 story
colonial with columns LR,
formal dining, library, large
kitchen with island & pantry, large family room with
fireplace. 5br 2 full, 2
baths utility room, patio, 2
car garage Price reduced'
Call for appt 753 7689
2/3br. 1 bath central gas
Wit, carport 753-0859
days, 753 5214 evenings
2BR, large living room
kitchen, dining room utility
room, office or play room.
floored attic, central gas
heat, new sewer line. tastefully decorated quiet
neighborhood, $48.500
Call Terry Paschall Real
Estate 435-4011 or Lindy
at 753-3415 or 753-4282

Sofs,plIc

Friday
8 -

5

Clothes, toys,
lots of stuff!

YARD
SALE

2 STORY 4 or 50 2i
baths on large secluded
wooded lot $126 000
753 7231 after 5pm
2 STORY house Nor 2
baths on 4 7 acres 9 miles
N of Murray on 641
137 4995
3BR 2 bath white stove
with gray vinyl siding
fenced in yard 6yrs old on
nice lot on Camelot Dr
$69 900 753 2339
753 8767
38R get a way awaits you
in this roomy 8 tastefully
redecorated brick home
with large 3 car garage
Screened back deck over
acre pond 8 3
looks
acre wooded lot Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753 1222 MLS a 5422
3BR home 1 , bath like
new located 1201 Mimosa
new ha units new carpet
new roof Call Mur Cal Realty 753 4444
1BR 2'4 baths plenty of
closets gas central h a
carpet large rooms with
ceiling tans located on
Large comer lot with plenty
of trees in Kirskey Area lyr
old Call for appointment
489 2520
1BR home on 1 acre lot
offered at $33 000 This is a
handyman speaal, Contact
Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLSI 5491
A NEW listing' 2 story 3br,
, bath home under con
2,
struction located in Quail
Run Subdivision 2200sq ft
living area Call Mur Cal
Realty. 753 4444
BEAUTIFUL 30, 2 bat'
brick home in the city on 1 4
acres Excellent condition
with many extras 1511
Martin Chapel Rd
53 7957
B NEW listing' 1 5 miles
South on Hwy 641 Beaub
tul setting, 3br. 2 bath
home on 1 6 acres Home
built 1990 Call Mur Cal
Realty, 753 4444
BY OWNER 3br 17, bath
beck ranch Eat in kitchen
formal dining room, living
room family room with
bay window Central gas
heat & air wall to wall car
pet, ceiling fans Jacuzzi
14x14tt storage bldg Lot
75x150. adiacaint lot avail
able Walk to banks & shop
ping Priced to sell mid
$70's Call for appt
753 4359
IMMEDIATE possession
on this 3br brick home with
attached garage & TVA insulation Priced in low
$60 S Contact Kopperud
Realty 753 1222 MLS,
024
NEW listing' 3br & 1 bath
home on 2 nice lots Lc
cated Almo Ky Good con
&ion Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4444

Authorized
BRIGGS A STRATTON
and KOHLER
Service Center

laabasaler,

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

Lynnwood Heights,
94W 3rd house
on right.

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ??
Kits stuff, adult
stuff & more stuff!
Stuff for
everyone!

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
SELECT Ratite Auction
Ostriches Emus & Rheas
10am Saturday. May 14
State Fairgrounds ,
Nashville Call for brochure
5 Star Promotions
800 678 9385

58 ACRES prime develop
merit property southwest o
Murray Will break acreage
up Must sell' 759 9247
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our court*
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 Or slop
by office at 711 Miain St

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day.including the Shopper.
for S1o.0 a month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

WOOD womcs

escSos ng.

We want to help you with
any of your sign needs!
502-382-2306 Ph. & Fax
We accept MasterCard

&

Visa

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
1280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek lust off the Blood River
Embayment The property would be good for
any type development or the parted place for
your lake home Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray

LOOKING FOR THAT
ONE thats hard to hnd?
Here it o
igentreLoei heat
s'
screened porch
central
TP windows and look at
this' Three bedrooms two
baths and priced in the
$40 s If that s not enough
add Southwest School Dis
Oct 20X22 garage with
paved drive Call 753 1222
to see 15438
NEW 30 2 bath with whirl
pool tub cathedral ceiling
in living room & dining
large kitchen 2 car garage
N 16th across horn Sulk vans Golf Course Call
492 8873 or 492 8238 horn
6 10prn evenings
NEW home 1906 Melrose
40 3,, bath. 2400sq ft
Could be yours Call Mur
Cal Realty, 753 4444
NOW is the time before
prices go higher, one story
brick. 2 bath 30 in Sher
wood Forest Great neigh
borhoocl 75.3 4043
SPACIOUS 3br 2 bath
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen breakfast
room seperate dining
room Lots of extras coun
try club view Call for your
appointment today
753 2905
WOODLAND masterpiece
Matchless two story cedar
in pastoral beauty three
bedrooms 2 5 baths for
mal dining pegged wood
floors island in country
kitchen security system all
on 2 9 acres Call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

1989 16F T Casita camper
vale( self contained rir
antenna & stereo battery
system $5 500 759 9522

1988 CHARCOLE grey
Ford Ranger chrome bed
rails & wheels sunroof am
tm cassette $3800 obo
354 6563

1

1989 WINNEBAGO .2411
mini motor home 14 XXX
miles $15 000
20ft
pontoon boat 401-ip Evin
rude fish tinder & trolling
motor
$6 000 Call
436 2593

192,

1988 S 10 Blazer, black
4 3 aluminum wheels pNv
p1 cassette tilt cruise &
tinted windows 1972 GMC
85 XXX miles good work
truck 753 6063 after 6pm
1990 FORD Lariat F150
V 8. 50 power windows
air, am/fm cassette tys,
p/b, tilt, cruise auto dual
tanks. bedliner. factory
wheels. 95 XXX miles,
maroon 8 grey. sliding
glass window excellent
condition. $7 900
436 5744
RED 1993 Toyota 4X4
excellent condition
$12900 759 9305

15 AS TROGLASS boat
with 35hp Evinrude motor
trolling motor depth limier
Me jackets thuroughbred
trailer $950 759 9594
1977 CHEETAH ski boat
17 7 ti 10 165hp like new
Custom tarp bikini top new
tees and wheels am Ire
stereo Must see to believe'
$4 575 753 4763

•-•.•

1986 MONARCH 17ft aiu
minum 40hp mariner bass
crappie rigged New seats
TM LCR hasher 753 933.1
after 6pm

1976 K5 CHEVY Blazer
4X4 400 engine sharp
$4 500 436 5405
1978 JEEP CJ7 Call
753-0492 or 759 1972

.1987 CHAPARRAI 2011 i,k
boat, 230hp double axe;
trailer mint conditof,
$10,900 Call 753 otho-,,i
days 492 8479 nights

con
Campers
1981 JAMBOREE 26ft mmn
motothome 36 XXX miles
Extra clean with all conve
niences' Must see'
489-2726 after 5 30pm

1988 19t1 Laser wotoi
150mag 2 Mariner, $700e
Call 436-5-784-atter apre
BASS boat outfitted $04:'v obo 436 2463 after 6pm

FOR sale 1982 27t1 self
contained
Aly camper
Good condition new awn
trig in 1991 $6500 obo
Call 502 753 8284

GIBSON 1987 42 house
boat. twin 220 crusaders 2
AC,7
Kohler gen
Flybridge Bimini electron
its, excellent condwor
SAVE $4 000
1993 extra clean $50 000
Coachmen 31 ft travel 615 646 0327 (leave mes
trailer, like new, $13,200 sage) Picture spo,
527 8226
available

470

Motorcycles
1989 500CC WAVE run
ner 52,500 436 2593
1990 FZR 600, black, 2
Shoei helmets, tank bag,
new chain & sprocket, low
mileage $3,500 Call
436 5496
YZ 80 NEWLY rebuilt good
shape. $600 492 8749

/e.t.a
ti IMO
VA 171

William Duncan
Building Contractor

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267
1977 FORD LTD 2dr, low
mileage, excellent interior
one owner 753-6931 after
noon or evening

Murray's Only Home Owned &
Operated Pest Control Service

1980 CITATION $250 Call
753 5350
1982 CORVETTE white
red leather, JVC CD player.
$9 500 obo Call 759 9311
after 5pm
1982 FORD Mercury LN7
$900 good condition
436 2528

Serving Western KY With Complete Termite
And Pest Control Service Since 1958

1987 GRAND Am. 2dr.
black 489-2740 after 5pm
1987 OLDS Toronado
good consition Clean well
maintained All power, very
sporty, perfect graduation
present $3,950 Daytime
753 0183, evenings 8
weekends 901-247-5524

753-0414

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING It ELECTRIC, Inc
Central Heating S Cooling Service 8 Installation
Electrical Service & Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

1988 CHEVROLET 1500
auto, p/s, p/b. 4 3 V 6, tan
with beige interior Radial
tires, clean truck, $4,900
502 875-4050. (dealer)
1988 CHRYSLER Con
quest TSI, great condition
64.XXX miles, $5800 or
trade for truck 759 1016
weekdays

gPNP

•

1990 TOYOTA Tercel
39 XXX miles. red. $3,750
753-6741 leave message

ribliae
Wlb.•
•,

•

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

1990 RED Geo Storm
auto air, 51 XXX miles
good condition, $6,000
753 4108 6pm 9pm

GUPTON'S

LAWN CARE
Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogg Ing

1991 LEXUS 250 ES
loaded. 40.XXX miles
white & beige, nice, one
owner, non-smoker.
$15,500 753 5500

Experienced

Dependable

For the best rates & friendly service. .

Call 489-2590

1991 OLDSMOBILE Cerra
Auto a/c tilt cruise 4 cyl
burgundy with grey interior
Runs like new $4 700
Frankfort
Phone
or
502 8 7 5 1 8 4 4
502 875-4050 (dealer)

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE

1992 EAGLE Talon
loaded 753 8613 after
5 30pm

*Satellite Systems
*Sales *Service •Parts
'Service After The Sale
'Systems Starting At 1,299
'Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984
SATLLLITL LQIIIPMLNT
ON
DISCOUNT PRJCES

GRADUATION 1988 VW
Cabriolet convertible triple
white, 79 XXX miles, ri/c
p/s, pito, new top asking
• $8,000 502 365-7849

For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

1972 FORD Galaxy 500,
4dr. 24.XXX miles, $2,000,
like new, can be seen at
Solar Dr 1318 753-1377

•

'S

Vane
1983 CHEVY 12 passenger van $1700 obo
489 2303

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wing* - 376-2222
James Maliors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 7153-91122 after 5 p.m.

1988 24 PROWLER
loaded spotless condition
753 8625

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAlliNFTS
CUSTOM WOOOVICAKimG

Custom Woodworking
end
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And Sett Cl, Showroom •
Murray (Wiled Bunny Weed)
753-5940

KM Sunbury •

1990 JEEP Comanche
pick up 5sp white $6,000
753 5500

•

All Types Of

•
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MINNKOTA bow-mount
trolling molor. Model He
8 speed 41eirust, loot con
[maw! mei 2 mann* batteries Used very Mee. $350
Daytime 753-0183, evenings 6 w••k•nds
901 247 5524

CARPORTS for are and
trucks Small saes tor
moor home. boas. RVe
and etc Excisions promo
son. high quakty erosion(
Vika Roy 1-141 7564664

CARROLL S cusaorn gar
den Idling buehhogging
TOM Sawyer 19', radio, box grader, blade work
depth finder, cassette, Free estimates Gerald
horns. cony top. 166 lAorc, Carol 502-4e211622
new upholstery. Sat prop. CHIN Chia Chlesaey
new railer, dual emit Also,
m▪ ope Pee 10% senior
boat lift motor & gear capon dacoures We eel
436 2261
chimney caps and screens
USED boats moiors, seal- 436-4191
ers & salvage parts or sale COUNTERTOPS, cumin
Boat & motor repair Al Homes trailers offices
work & pans guaranteed Wulff's Recovery. Murray
Wayne Darnell lawn* Re 436-5560
pair. Hwy 121 S
CUNNINGHAM'S Heeling
502-436-5464
and Cooing Service Compixies installation and SW
vice
Call Gary at
750-4754

111111 MSU hosts keyboard festival
RILEY remodeling and
conatuceon 489-2907

ROCKY COLSON Home
Ropes Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing con
cream Free *safaris Cal
474-2307
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, martensal or corn
mercial. Serval Goner Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneih Barnhill 753-2674.
SHE E TFIOCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 4924742
SUREWAY Tree & Skimp
Removal Insured with ful
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Guitar Co Seamless
aluminum gullets, variety
of colors Licensed. insured Estimate available
759-4690

1 1 1 1 A Hauling,(laving, CUSTOM bultdemens and
clean-up, odd jobs. tree backhoe work sepia sysVCR REPAIR Wood VCR
trimming, tree removal. tems. 354-8161 after 4pm
yard mowing, mulch haul D & D Lawn Care Free Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
ing Free estimates TIT 050M81111101 489-2296
$35 Free estimates Route
Lamb 436-5744
DECK Masters Reason- 1, Almo Open 9-12. 1-5
1 1 I 1 A Joe s mowing able rates for quality work
Mon -Fn, 753-0530
trimming pruning tree re
For your tree estimates call
moval Free estimates Rick, 753-6566 or Mc. WANTED yards to mow
Cal 436-5760 after 5pm
436 2867
753-7864
1 1 1 A all around mowing, DRWIALL. fresteng, re- WILL do horseshoeing Jatrimming hauling Mark pars, additions and blow- son Hicks, 527-3692
436 2528
GERALD WALTERS
ing ceilings 753-4761
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trim- ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall Roofing, vinyl siding, pantming, tree removal. clean- Heating, Cooling & Electric, ing Free estimates 18
reing out sheds. attics, & odd Inc Service, sales and in- years expenenoe. Local
436-2701
lobs_ Free estimates stigation (502) 435-4699, ferences.
436-2102 Luke Lamb
HADAWAY .Construction.
435-4327
Al, AL'S hauling, yard EXPERIENCED dry wall Remodeling, well siding,
winwork tree removal, mow finishing References avail- vinyl replacement
dows, vinyl flooring.
ing Free estimates
able 436-2060
436-2052.
759 1683
GARDENS TILLED FOR HANDY man services ofA 1 A YARD Service, tree SPRING PUUITNO1 Speelectriremoval, trim, hauling, calizirig in hard to get to fered: carpentry,
mulching, & clean-up areas Small or large gw- cian, yard work, painting,
etc 759-1449.
492-8254
dens done Schedule early
HEATING Ron Hall HeatCall
service
prompt
for
A 1"71REE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free Rick day 759-9557 for a ing. Cooling arid Electric
Co Serval), unit replaceestimates 753-0906 after free estimate
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495 GENERAL Repair: plumb- ment and complete installbon Licensed gas installer.
Al Tree trimming. mulch ing, roofing, tree work
Phone 435-4699
hauling & odd jobs. Paul 436-2642
JIM'S Garden Service.
436-2528
PAINTING, interior. exter- Gardens- breaking, disADDITIONS, garages, new ior House & mobile home king, tiling. Lawns- seeding
homes,sun rooms, wood & repairs Tuckpointng brick & fertilizing new or existing
metal studs. Tnpp Williams. work Free estimates Call Blade work & bush 436-5009 436-5032.
hogging. Reasonable
builder. 753-0563.
rates 753-3413.
ALL around yard wort. PLUMBING repairman with
Mowing, hauling, odd lobs, same day service. Cal KITCHEN CABINET RE436-5255.
trimming 4.37-4703
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica. All
Roofing.
RESIDENTIAL
inANTENNA Repair and
free estimates.
colors,
reaat
stallation Replace or install Guaranteed work
Wulffs Recovery, Murray,
quality Channel Master an- sonable rates. Free estiKY 436-5560
tennas rotors, and ampli- mates. 26yrs. experisace.
fiers Beasley's Antenna Repels on old roof or New LAWN care, rotor tilling,
Service, Buchanan, construction Call Rick, handyman, fast reliable
753-6566 or Mic, service 436-5392
901-642-4077.
753-7864.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furLICENSED for electric and
niture repair & custom BACKHOE Service, com- gas 753-7203.
woodworking 753-8056
plete foundations, septic
MUFFLERS, brakes,
systems. R H Nesbitt, MaAPPLIANCE REPAIRS.
service RIG Exsonry Phone 492-8516, shocks,
Factory trained by 3 major pager 762-7221
haust. 514 South 12th
manufacturers All work
Street 753-8868.
and parts warranted Ask BEST rates for lawns
for Andy at The Appliance mewed 753-6986
Works, 753-2455
B&G Maintenance, lawn
care, light hauling & landAPPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse, scaping Free estimates
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- Ask for Ball 759-4490
FREE to good home: 4
BOBBY
perience
while German Shepherd
Repair
Plumbing
BOBS
HOPPER, 436-5848
pups,3 male, I female Call
Service. Al work guaranASPHALT driveways sea- teed. 753-1134 or 4924900.
led Reasonable rates, free 436-5832.
estimates 753-8463

•

BRYON'S LAWN SER.

—

BACKHOE SERVICE. VICE. Free estimates.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank 753-4591.
installation repair, replaceMULCH delivered. Murray
ment 759-1515
436-5560.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

CLASSIFIED

Wanted
STANDING Umber or Urn
ber lands. Do yourself a
favor, get our free, no obligation estimate before you
sell. Call toll free
1-800-447-8351 evenings

CITY OF MURRAY
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
To all interested citizens of Murray. The Kentucky Department of
Local Government is accepting applications under the 1994 Community

Development Block Grant(CDBG)Program. Ths following information
CDBG program is available for public inspection:
A
Amount of funds available and range of activities that may be

concerning the

undertaken.
Estimated amount of funds proposed to be used for activities
benefiting persons of low and moderate income.

•
C

Plans for minimizing displacement of persons as a result of activities

assisted with CDBG funds and plans for providing assistance to
those persons to be actually displaced as a result of CDBG funded
activities.
D.

Records regarding the past us* of CDBG funds.

E.

A summary of other important program requirements.

The above information is available at the city planners office at 200
Andrus Drive from May 5 through May 12. 1994 during regular business
hours.
The City of Murray will hold a public hearing prior to the submission of
an application to obtain CDBG funds to assist in the purchase of a
commercial building that will be leased to a new manufacturing concern
locating in Murray. Kentucky. The public hearing will be held on
Thursday, May 12, 1994 at 7:00 p.m. at the Murray City Hall,5th & Poplar

-••

Streets. The main purpose of this hearing is to obtain views on
community development needs, review proposed activities, review the
proposed application, solicit public comments and inform citizens that
technical assistance is available to help groups representing low and
moderate income persons in developing proposals.
C01AMENTS ON APPUCAT1ON
A copy of the CDBG application will be on file in the city planner's officii
at 200 Andrus Drive for cation review and comment during businoss
hours from May 5 through May 12. 1994. Comments on the proposed
application may be submitted to the attention of the Mayor until Thursday.
May 12, 1994. TDO: 1-900-648-6056

CLASSIFIED
%re

The Murray State University department of music will host the
annual Kentucky Music Teachers
Regional Keyboard Festival on Saturday. May 7.
Sanctioned through the Musk
Teachers National Association, this
event offers the opportunity for area
keyboard students to perform two
selected works for an adjudicator
and complete a music theory exam.
Area teachers whose students
will be participating include Reua
Folsom, Bobbie Sue Chumbler and
Ella M. Read of Paducah; Pat Scott
and Mary Elizabeth Jones ofPrinceton; and Joyce Herndon, Dr. Stephen Brown, Margaret Wilkins,
Ellie Brown and Dorothy Mason of
Murray.
Dr. Vickie King of Clarksville,
Tenn.,is the guest adjudicator of the
event. She holds degrees from Mississippi University for Women, Indiana University and the University
of Mississippi. King is an active
organist and pianist and serves on
the staff of the American Institute of
Musical Studies in Graz, Austria,
every summer. In addition, she
maintains an independent piano studio of 30 students. King, a member
of Music Teachers National Association, serves on the board of the
Southeastern Historical Keyboard
Society, and is vice president and
membership chairman of the KidCumberland Arts League. She presents programs in the Clarksville/

Montgomery County schools on
music from the Renaissance.
The keyboard festival will take
place from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, located on

SiCW(itS
"iACV3

the Murray State campus. The
public is invited to attend any
portion of the competition at no
charge. Regional manager. Marie
Taylor. may be contacted at 7626443 for further information.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM
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Pogue is guest
speaker at MSU
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, a Distinguished Alumnus and a Golden
Horseshoe recipient of Murray State
University, will be the guest speaker
for the commissioning ceremony,
conducted by the University's Military Science Department. The
ceremony will be held on Friday
evening,May 13,at 6:00 p.m.,in the
Freed Curd Auditorium of the
Martha Layne Collins Center.
Three outstanding students will
receive their commission as Second
Lieutenants through the University's Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC) Program.
Also receiving their baccalaureate degrees, they are: Gregory L.
Bruce, a sociology major from
Marion, Illinois; David A. Mein.schein, a biology Major from Cansvile; and Molly Ni. Purscell, a
nursing major from Davenport,
Iowa.
Dr. Pogue recently retired as
Executive Director of the George C.
Marshall Research Foundation and
director of the Marshall Library in
Lexington, Virginia, and moved to
Murray. Formerly a Department of
the Army historian, he received the
Bronze Star and the French Croix de
Guerre for frontline interviewing
during World War IL Holding
degrees in international relations
and diplomatic history, the University's Pogue Library is named in his
honor.
The ceremony is open to the
general public and everyone interested in attending is cordially invited by the Military Science Department. Call 762-3746 for more
information.
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Brown's book
is published
in Germany
Dr. Meg Brown, an assistant
professor of German and Spanish at
Murray State University, has recently had her book, The Reception of
Spanish American Fiction in West
German 1981-1991:A Study ofBest
Sellers published in Germany.
Brown completed the book after
receiving a Presidential Research
Fellowship from Murray State's
Committee on Institutional Studies
and Research.
Prior to 1981 there were no Latin
American novels that were best
sellers in translation in Germany:
however, between 1981 and 1991,
twelve works of translated fiction
from Spanish America reached the
best seller list_ Brown spent time in
Germany investigating this trend by
researching archives and interviewing publishers, editors, translators,
book dealers, novelists and professors. She also interviewed two Latin
American authors.
Additionally, Brown's article
"The Allende/Mastretta Phenomenon in West Germany: When Opposite Cultures Attract" will be published in December in the journal
Conflisencia. In October, she will
travel to Mexico to present a paper
on the reception in Germany of
Laura Esquives novel. Like Water
for Chocolate, at the Latin American Convention for German Studies.
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Prices Effective Thru May 11th
Paducah's Most Interesting Store

ThePartyMart
Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd t l
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Open 8 A.M.-10 P.M. Fri. & Sat. Till 11 P.M.

•••

FREE
MINT
For your
Mint Julep
Fri. & Sat.
)Private

Parties Only
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LOOKING BACK

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Sylvia Gets Confused
was doubtful A magic gadget that
North dealer
could tell her how many aces and
North-South vulnerable
kings her partner had was simply
NORTH
irresistible
•A J
This deal is typical of Sylvia's
if A 6 5 3
early experimentation with Black•A J
wood She was North and bid one
46K QJ 84
club When South responded one
EAST
WEST
heart. Sylvia's face lit up with joy
•9 7 5 4
•Q 86
recognized that there was a
She
102
QJ
9
•
possible slam. but, more than that.
•Q 7 4
• 10 986 5 3
it was an opportunity to use 'her
•7 5
•A 6 2
newest weapon. So Sylvia bid four
SOUTH
notrump.
•K 1032
South bid five clubs, indicating
K 874
no aces, and Sylvia continued with
•K 2
five notrump to learn how many
•10 9 3
kings South had. This bid was very
The bidding:
questionable, to put it mildly, but
South West
North East
Sylvia didn't want to forgo the opPast.
1 V
Pass
1•
portunity to ask about kings.
Pass
F+
Pass
4 NT
South responded six spades,showPass
6
Pass
5 NT
ing three kings. and Sylvia curiosPass
Pass
ity was momentarily satisfied. HowOpening lead— ten of diamonds.
she suddenly realized that it
ever,
new
a
learned
Sylvia
Whenever
• convention,it became next to impos- was no longer possible to play the
sible to atoll her from making use of hand at six hearts. Now thoroughly
confused,she passed,and six spades
it at the slightest pretext.
She treated each new convention became the final contract.
Westled a diamond.Declarer won
in much the same way as a child
treats a new toy, playing with it with the king, played a low trump to
until all its wonders have been fully dummy'sjack,cashed the ace:Crosaed
to the king of hearts, drew trumps
explored and exhausted.
When Sylvia was taught the with the K-10,conceded a club to the
Blackwood convention, she became ace, and so made the slam for a score
so enamored of it that she would of 1,630 points! Six hearts, of course,
apply it to hands where even a game would have gone down two!
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz'.

Tea years ago
Calloway High School Science
Team captured the state championship of the Science Quiz Bowl
at the event at Western State Uni%ersity, Bowling Green. Team
members are Wade Rogers. Mike
Keeling, Jennifer Rice and Jon
Driver with Jane Sisk-as sponsor.
Chad Colley Lamb of Farmington and Debra L. Lewellyn of
Russiaville, Ind., have .been
named as Outstanding Senior
Man and Woman at Murray State
University.
Elected as officers of Garden
Department of Murray Woman's
Club were Rosanna Miller, Janet
Wallis, Faye McConnell. Anna
Mac Owen, Jane Lane and Modelk Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon White
uere married 60 years April 26.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael William

Forty years ago
D.L. Divelbiss is pictured
being presented a watch for 30
years of service with the Tappan
Company. Divelbiss came to.
Murray when Tappan opened its
stove manufacturing plant here in
1946.
Pvt. James F. Poole of Fort
Knox has been visiting his wife
and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Poole.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Glen Jones, a girl
to Mr. end Mrs. Russell Lowry, a
girl to Mr.' and Mrs. Cletus Sanders Colson, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Tucker, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billie Jones, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hall Gordon,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Anderson:a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
G.L. Phillips. and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Finis Clinton Barrow.

Clark, April 21.
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Houck.
Twenty years ago
April 18.
Thirty years ago
Charles W. McDowell. teacher
A new 60-unit Holiday Inn will
of Webster County High School,
be constructed on U.S. Highway
Providence mayor, and 1962 gra641 South in Murray. according
duate of Murray State University,
to Owen Billington. spokesman
spoke at commencement exerfor a group of local business men
cises of MSU held at the Field
who will operate the motel. ConHouse. Honorary doctoral
struction will start this summer.
degrees were awarded to L.J.
Friends of Library has been
Hortin, chairman of Journafitm
organized at Calloway County
Department, Ruble E. Smith,
Public Library. Officers are Miss
chairman of Elementary EducaRuth Cole, Mrs. Henry McKention Department, and Max G.
zie, Mrs. James Fee, Mrs. Jessie
Carman, chairman of Math
Showemaker, Dr. A.H. Kopperud
Department, who all are retiring
at the end of this school term. . and Dr. Donal$1 Hughes.
Calloway County Circuit Court
Orvin Beach, - 67, of Kirksey
opened May 4 with Judge Earl
died the morning of May 3 in a
Osborne presiding.
traffic accident south of Bolivar,
Mrs. A.C. Morton of Pasadena.
Tcnn.
Calif., is the guest of her mother,
Mrs. Minnie Thweatt was honMrs. Taylor Crouse, her sister,
ored at a party in celebration of
Mrs. Novella Chambers, -and her
her 90th birthday on April 16.
Jesse Crouse.
brother,
boy
a
ted include
Births re

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY Last summer. We
sold our home and built a new one
across town. As soon as it was furnished. we invited my brother and
his wife over to see it . It was just
before Christmas so we had our 9foot tree;disorated; we also had outside lights. and vanous holiday decorations throughout the house.
We invited them for 4 o'clock,
they amved an hour late — walked
in the front door, through the living
room..and out the baek-door-without..
a single comment ahmit our house.
pool or Chnstmas decorations. After
an embarrassing one-hour conversation — mostly about their children
iind grandchildren — they stood up.
said goodbye and drove off.

Abby, this is the same couple
whose.only comment on seeing our
first brand-new car was. "Where's
your license plate?"
Abby. we would like to know how
to deal with these people. since we„
must see them on a wis•kly
HURT AND CONFUSED
It_d
m;people
oc
DEAR HL'RT: j
cannot bring themselves „o
coinpliment anyone; even a
rudging
ring hollow. It's obvious that
your brother and sister-in-law
are not as delighted with your
prosperity as ),;ou are.
Expect n'othing, and you
won't he disappointed.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

DEAR ABBY: My husband I'll problems in our marriage and has
call him Marl and I have been mar- caused me to fed resentful and jealried for two years; it's my first mar- ous of his son.
riage and Mac's third. Mac has an
We have tried marriage counsel8-year-old son from a previous mar- ing. but it was too expensive and
riage who visits him on a regular left many issues unresolved — the
basis. When his son is with us, it is primary issue being priorities. Mac
very clear that his son comes first. puts his son, his passion for sports
Mac says that's how it was before and his work before me. I've always
we -met, and he will not adjust just felt that in marriage, the couple
because he married me.
comes first.
Our problems started when I
Before I invest any more of my
asked him to Lake p_v_yeekend_rIfT,s_o_ Jik in thatnarriage .1. would like
he and I could spend some time your opinion.
together — Just the two of us. His
HAVING SECOND TI!OUGHTS
response: "Don't get in the way of
my relationship with my son —
DEAR SECOND THOUGHTS:
blood is thicker than water."
Give Mar an "A^ for honesty;
This has initiated a series of then ask yourself if you really
want to spend the rest of your
life with a man who ranks his
marriage to you in fourth place.
Also, give counseling another
chance; low-cost counseling is
available. A. referral can be
By GARY LARSON
obtained by calling Family'Ser
vices, listed in the white pages
of your telciphone directory.
*0*

DEAR ABBY:.("never knew how .
to handle Mother's Day when 1 had
both a mother and a mother-in-law,
and am now a mother and grandmother myself. This was further
complicated by the fact that my
mother and mother-in-law were
very dissimilar persons.
1 resolved the situation by having my husband spend Mother's
Day with his Mother doing what
she wanted to do — and I would
plan something that both my mother and I would enjoy doing. We
invited my daughters to join us if
they wanted to. which they didn't,
as they are each in a different phase
of life with entirely different interests. This way, we all got to do what
we enjoyed. Sign this ...
Mt MIER'S DAY. NO PROBLEM

a
CALVIN and HOBBES
looktt
the siSssi who
daint sign up
For reces
biaseboU -'

I'M NOT
SISS1

Oh rah?
ou'd rather
ploy dolls on
+he Ptosi9rounii
wiWi c3irls

t WksiLt
FLAMING
WITH
DCLLS

Sum You
'cen't- .'
Let me set
YOur &skit,.
doll, .pa
Sissy wimp'

I'm NOT A
WIMP' W4FACT,
I *06 GOItAG
TO TNE OFF1C.E
TO SKA VP
FOR BASEBALL
RIGNT NOW

NE% 14141%, IF I'M NOT
A. WIMP, WW1 MA
TA1(114C: TUE PATH OF
.LEAST RESISTANCE ?

DR. GOTT

i

By Peter H.

-Sorry, son, but for you to understand what happened,
you have to first understand that back in the '60s
we were all taking a lot of drugs."

CATHY
I Ult(1 6E- -‘-Iport SE .9 CRILDREN SET FLUFFED UP .\
RIDICULOUS, TO TRY TO IMPRESS MEP.).
UEVE YOU'RE
CHARLENE. STILL. GETTING
I AM NOT
ALL FLUFFED
UP IN CASE
FLUFFED LIP 1
,401A RUN INFOR ALEX.
TO ALEX AT
ThE GYM.

I AM A MATURE WOMAN!
I FLUFF FOR NE PERSON,
AND ONE PERSON ALONE!

WHERE IS
E? WRERE'S
THE WOnIARI
NM USE()
"TO DATE
MV B04FRIEND ??!

HAD
TO LEAVE
EARLY.
SHE fiAs
A MATH
TEST
TODAY

-
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
Former boxer
4 Roos edges
9 --- --- carte
12 Favorite
13 Jump
14 Lion's home
15 Lasso
17 TV's Ralph
_ Kramden
19 Young girl
21 Fill with
reverence
22 Dawn to dusk
25 Solemn
29 Bible cloy
30 --- -garde
32 Roman tyrant
33 Sea eagle
35 --- Presley
37 Republican
r)
(haebmbe
: ift
38 Jrr
40 Land turtle
42 Part of chair
back
44 Longed
ack (for;

'it

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
1

1 NANO OUT WITH
(
j SOMEONE
s EVEN PULLER!

2

45 A Gershwin _
4/ Comedian --- Answer to Previous Puzzle
Laurel
ilOT ED
AREAS
48 Capital of
0 ØIA
New Mexico
0 0,M , I A K
(2 wds)
TI
L E D
R1N. S M1E
52 Bnng together TAT
THE
0,0
R
E
E
55 Australian
SUED
Fitil I
A L E,A
bird
• t56 Want very
OST L GI R
DO IAY
much
HIMO
qk 0 N
58 Born
MEDE
SOONER
59 Appropnate
UAW NI A N S
SPUN
60 Civil injuries
64 Econ
Y l.P
I FR'S D gAR
indicator
G E
S.E ABMOO N
S. l
ATWI LL
TACOMA
DOWN
LAR
LEAPS
1 Spring mo
2 Hawaiian
5-50 1994 United Feature Sycete
garland
7 Singer
16 Bye-bye
3 Country of
18 Vast period
Fitzgerald
Europe
of time (var )
8 Cooks slowly
4 Not straight9 Paid notices
20 Deep blue
forward
pigment
10 Zodiac sign
5 Cooled lava
11 --- Landers
22 People of
6 Cavity in rock
,action
23 Description of
anchor
13
position
24 Ambassador
26 Onset
17
hil
27Worn away
28 Lassoed
ill
31 Fatigues
34 Football org
36 Works of
sculpture
accompli
39
41 Algerian

II
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ill maid aid%
43 Pamphlet
38
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II
48 Ocean
il
II ill
49 Electrical unit
50 Cashew e g
WI III ill
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19

seaport

46

PEANUTS
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Bushy hairdo

51

PADDLING
UPSTREAM OR
001.045TREAM7

hAi
1611
kill1 Melia
•
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Miu

•
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organ
53 Marsh
54 Slangy
aft rMative
57 Green
Mountain
State (abbe

att. m.1)

DEAR DR. GOTT: What do you
think of a druggist who issues the
wrong pills-to...a pa'tient' Mine gave
me a painkiller for arthritis that made
me feel like a zombie. My problem is
thyroid related, not arthritis.
DEAR READER: Pharmacists dispense medicine under the direction
and responsibility of the prescribing
physician. There is ample room for
error in the system. The doctor may
prescribe the wrong drug. The prescription may be illegible can all-toocommon problem. given doctors'
handwriting). Or the druggist...may
simply make a human mistake
In my experience. pharmacists are
invaluable resources. They may catch
physician-errors, be more familiar
with drug interactions than are doctors, and often work with practitioners
tolecide what drug would be best for
a given patient.
Therefore, the•problem you raise is .
a complex and important one Given
the sparse information you provide. I
don't have an opinion about the druggist. and I certainly cannot direct any
blame_ I suggest that you discuss your
concerns with the pharmacist who
can, I am certain, explain what happened and why. Also, it's probably a
good idea to inspect the label on any
prescription drug, to make sure
you're receiving the proper medicine
DEAR DR. GOTT: Three weeks ago
I started having spells of distortion
and lightheadedness that last one or
two minutes. Shy family doctor ruled
out migraines and felt I had allergic
rhinitis. Is he-on the right track'
DEAR READER: Allergic rhinitis, a
runny nose from allergies, does not
ordinarily cause the symptoms you
describe. Therefore, I believe that
your doctor ought to back up and
reassess your peculiar sensations.
Could your lightheadednesi-becaused by medicine (such as Sudafed
and others, that you are taking' Yes.
Could your "distortions" come from a
serious disorder, such as epilepsy'
Yes
If your physician is unable to pin
down a more logical cause-for your
symptoms. I suggest that you see a
neurologist, who will probably obtain
a brain wave test (to check for
-minor" seizures), check your brain
circulation with a carotid ultrasound
examination, and order blood tests to
rule out conditions such as anemia
and diabetes
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy at my Health
Report "Medical Specialists "
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American Brotue
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of Education operates a school-imiversity computer network for 27
regional school districts. However,
budgetary restraints have stalled
linking teachers in each school to
the network.
Although KERA has increased
team teaching and planning, the
typical teacher has little time for
learning from other teachers in their
school or throughout the region.
Except for the Kentucky Beginning
Teacher Internship, there is no formal system that enables veteran
teachers to work with less experienced teachers. Nor can teachers
easily get access to the results of
research to help them become better
instructors.
In no other field are workers
required to operate in such a vacuum. A RAND Coporation study,
Time for Reform,- says that teachers need as much as 50 hours of
instruction, practice and coaching to
become proficient in new teaching

By Dr. Jan Weaver
Computer on-line services, fax
machines, satellite dishes, voice
mail. These are the symbols of our
revolution in communications.
Business and industry have Linked
computers into networks. Newspapers receive news via wire and
fax. And our police have electronic
access to the FBI's fingerprint files.
However, our schools remain
largely unaffected.
Most classrooms lack even rotary
telephones; their sole communications device is the loudspeaker.
And,while companies increase productivity by improving communications, most teachers are not given
time to talk with each other, share
ideas and learn from each other.
Murray State University's College
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Radial, 2 steel belts, RCOT construction, S rated k up to
112 mph) whitewall, primarily for domestic cars in 70,
75 and 80 series sizes

qt.

$44
215/75R14
$48
205/75R15
$52
215/75R15
$58
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$60
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$63
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Breakfast Buffet
of a
FREE Dessert
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(for Mother's only)
(formerly Sue le Charlie's)

NOW
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Breakfast Buffet
Mon.-Sat 5:30 a.m.-10:30 a m.
Sun. 5:30 am -11 a m.

1

Dinner Flours
Mon.-Sat. 4-9 p.m
Sun 11 am -9 p.m

Gullion presents
exhibit at MSU

FISH DINNERS
Our Specialty
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MAMA S
Sophisticated performance radials 80.000 Mile Limited Tread
Wear Warranty ' Smooth, quiet ride, exceptional handling, allseason capability in S-rated blackwall 60. 65. and 70 series.

Adult Dinners, Catfish or Icelandic Cod,starting at $5.49
up to our All-You-Can-Eat Dinners fox $8.49

Toni Marie Gullion,a bachelor of
fine arts candidate with an emphasis
in painting, will present her baccalaureate exhibition titled, "An
Emerging Spirit," from May 4-13,
in the upper level of the Eagle
Gallery in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, on the campus of Murray
State University.
"An Emerging Spirit" consists
primarily of acrylic paintings, but
also includes watercolor, oil paintings, ceramics and photographs.
The paintings explore the abstraction of natural forms, especially
leaves, flower forms and the figure.
In these pieces the elements of form
and color are investigated in relation
to visual themes such as a leaf and
its shadow.
Gullion, daughter of Wanda Gullion of Louisville, has been a member of the Organization of Murray
Art Students. As a student in the
department of art, Gullion has presented her work in numerous student exhibits at Murray State. In the
future, she plans to continue creating art and possibly attend graduate
school.
The reception for "An Emerging
Spirit" will be held on Wednesday,
May 4, from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in the
fifth floor lobby of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, located on the
comerofflth and 011ve-Boulevard. • - For more information, contact Albert Sperath, gallery director, at.
762-6734.

Dinners served with old-fasluoned white beans, slaw, potatoes, and the
best hushpuppies you ever put in your mouth'
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Highway 68 in Aurora • 474-2202
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KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE
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- DUELER H/T
Smooth,quiet ride on-road. S-speed-rated. Warranty.
Dueler 30 Day

$79
$82
$84
$86
$89

205175R14
205/75R15
215/75R15
225/75R15
235/75R15

4 pr $97
31/1050R15. .4 or $106
LT235/75R15 8 pr $95
LT265/75R16 .8 pr $127

30/950R14

LT235/85R16 8 pir

Agency Manager, Ray T Broach; Agent, Rob Cornelison

•City & County Coverage
•Farm Owner •Home Owner 'Auto
'Life 'Blue Cross •Retirement
•Business 'Long Term Care

$126

Plus F.E.T.

• Bridgestene-will-replaie--your tires chargingyou only -tor the-miles used.
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7534703

exceptions and restrictions apply. See store for details.

NO INTEREST
NO PAYMENTS
FOR 90 DAYS!
UP TO S2.000
QUICK CREDIT
APPROVAL IN MINUTES
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310 South 4th St.
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Nationwide Road Hazard Warranty,

Murray, Ky.
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,
Available On All Tires
That We Sell!

ASP. 1014.
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strategies. Yet, even while establishing standards - which require
new teaching strategies and new
materials - most professional development relies upon short workshops for helping teachers.
The first week in May has been
designated Teacher APPredigion
Week, MSLI's College of Education
will introduce teachers to a process
of voluntary national certification
that defines teaching standards,
heightens the status of the profession and recognizes highly accomplished teachers.
The National Board of Professional
Teaching
Standards
(NBPTS) has been working for the
past six years to develop challenging standards and assessments for
what accomplished teachers should
know and be able to do, which will
be available on a voluntary basis
nationwide beginning this fall.
National Board Certification is
designed to provide teachers the
same prestige enjoyed by doctors,
engineers, architects and lawyers
who also demonstrate their high
level of professional skills and
knowledge through certification in
their field.
(Dr. Jan Weaver, Dean of the
College of Education at Murray
State University, is a member of
the National Board and will discuss the work of the Board with
graduate classes in the CoUege of
Education. She also serves on and
has bees chair of the Kentucky
Education Professional Standards Board.)
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THE END OF WASHING

LUBE &
OIL
F
FILTER

One battle fought time and again is over
' Our
who will or won't 'do windows
intention wasn't to reduce domestic quarrels, but we did seek to manufacture the
first wood windows virtually resistant to
dirt, finger pnnts and whatever else can
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SERVICE

WINDOWS IS NOW

4-Wheel
intent

.BALANCE
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Introducing Kleendirty a window
Shield- windows from Weather Shield.
Kleen-Shield is factory -applied. It converts ordinary glass into Kleen-Sheild
Glass. a higher quality of glass with a
remarkable non-stick surface With no

$

$399!

FINALLY IN SIGHT.
c. •

• Up to 5 quarts
• Coupon Expire* 5/21/94

• Offer good with an American
Car Care Cu. credit card
application.
tires
• Computer balance en 1
• Mag wheels and 14• Your vehicle may require
'mitosis extra
• Coupon expire* 5/21(94

o

loss of clanty, the Kleen-Shield windows
repel dirt, dust and rain so your windows
stay cleaner .longer To learn more. see
your way clear to our Weather Shield
showroom

additional parts & service.
•

Coupon expires 5/21/94

THERE'S MORE TO SEE IN A
WEATHER SHIELD WINDOW.
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